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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-HT</td>
<td>5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GABA</td>
<td>γ-aminobutyric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACh</td>
<td>acetylcholine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AChE</td>
<td>acetylcholine esterase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>adenosine diphosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arf</td>
<td>ADP-ribosylation factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bp</td>
<td>basepair(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BWM</td>
<td>body wall muscle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFP</td>
<td>cyan fluorescent protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAMP</td>
<td>cyclic adenosine monophosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dsRNA</td>
<td>double-stranded RNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egl-c</td>
<td>egg-laying constitutive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egl or egl-d</td>
<td>egg-laying defective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td>electromicroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>endoplasmic reticulum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRET</td>
<td>fluorescence resonance energy transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCR</td>
<td>G-protein-coupled receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAP</td>
<td>GTPase-activating G-proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEF</td>
<td>guanine nucleotide exchange factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G protein</td>
<td>guanine nucleotide-binding protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>guanosine diphosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTP</td>
<td>guanosine triphosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSNs</td>
<td>hermaphrodite specific neurons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kb</td>
<td>kilobasepairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lev</td>
<td>levamisole (cholinergic agonist)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGM</td>
<td>nematode growth medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMJ</td>
<td>neuromuscular junction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>neurotransmitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nAChR</td>
<td>nicotinic acetylcholine receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>Polydimethylsiloxane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNAi</td>
<td>RNA interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>room temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>standard error of the mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC(1-6)</td>
<td>ventral cord type-C neurons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCs</td>
<td>ventral cord type-C neurons 4 and 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMs</td>
<td>vulval muscles (class 1 &amp; 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM1s</td>
<td>vulval muscles class 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM2s</td>
<td>vulval muscles class 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>wild-type (C.elegans Bristol strain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YFP</td>
<td>yellow fluorescent protein</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pharmacological Analysis of the Cholinergic and Serotonergic Signaling Systems in Caenorhabditis Elegans
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Professor Darwin Berg, Chair
Professor William Schafer, Co-Chair

The nervous system is designed to allow an organism to react to its changing environment in a coordinated manner. The simple nervous system of Caenorhabditis elegans has been a model for molecular studies in neurobiology for over four decades. This organism has contributed to our understanding of the molecules of neurotransmission and behavioral genetics. Here we seek to further characterize the molecules and simple circuits which lead to behaviors with hopes to generalize our knowledge from worms to higher organisms.

Worms’ sinusoidal locomotion is based on the coordinated contraction of body wall muscles (BWM) mediated by cholinergic signaling. Cholinergic signaling at the
neuromuscular junction (NMJ) is mediated by the nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs), this is also the site of psychotropic activity of the addictive drug nicotine. Our ultimate goal of this research was to elucidate the molecular mechanisms involved in cholinergic signaling to further understand nicotine addiction. We initiated a screen to find effectors of the cholinergic signaling system to further our understanding of the molecular elements involved in neurotransmission. We over-stimulated the BWMs with a cholinergic agonist, nicotine, causing paralysis. Loss of molecules involved with cholinergic neurotransmission ameliorates the nicotine-induced paralysis. Utilizing a RNA interference (RNAi) library to systematically knock down each predicted gene products on chromosome one, we attempt to find new molecules that play a role in cholinergic signaling. This screen produced several hits, here we analyze one, *agef-1*, an ADP-ribosylation factor’s guanine nucleotide exchange factor (Arf-GEF).

Advancements in cell physiologic techniques in *C. elegans* have been revolutionary in extending the capabilities of researchers of this organism. Using calcium imaging, we examine the activity of specific cells in relation to behaviors. A small circuit of neurons and muscles control the egg-laying behavior. This simple design belies its molecular complexity. Egg-laying is controlled by at least two neurotransmitters/neuromodulators, acetylcholine (ACh) and serotonin (5-HT)—as well as neuropeptides. We use calcium imaging to describe the response of the egg-laying circuit to pharmacological agents in order to understand the molecular signaling networks underpinning its control.
CHAPTER I

Introduction
INTRODUCTION

Behaviors are reactions to a complex and changing environment, which, at the most basic level, are based on the action of molecules within our bodies. These molecules are assembled according to the instructions contained in our DNA. That these instructions can be understood is the basic tenet of behavioral genetics. However, the study of behavioral genetics in higher organisms is hampered by the complexity of these interactions—the human brain has ~10^{11} neurons and about 1000 times as many connections/synapses (Principles of Neural Science, 4th ed., Kandel E.R., 2000). The nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans, has approximately 5000 chemical synapses in the adult worm, which is about the same number of connections made by a single human hippocampal pyramidal neuron, making the task of understanding genetic control over behavior considerably less daunting (de Bono and Maricq, 2005). Its plethora of simple behaviors such as egg-laying, locomotion, chemotaxis and defecation, are highly stereotyped and easily characterized, making it a very attractive system to study behavioral genetics. Furthermore, its similarity to higher organisms in the molecules that control these behaviors makes it highly relevant to these studies. To this end, the worm has proven invaluable in the identification of new molecules related to behaviors and the signaling pathways controlling these behaviors through screens. With the advent of higher through-put techniques and directed screens utilizing RNAi, the pace at which these molecules can be identified has accelerated
greatly whereas the logistical expense has collapsed. The recent expansion of cellular physiologic techniques available to C. elegans researchers has opened new doors to the exploration of the behavioral responses at a circuit and network level. These techniques coupled with C. elegans already potent arsenal of genetic tools, such as the ability to ectopically express or knock-down a gene in almost any cell and the ability to cross mutants—available for order—all in a matter of days to weeks, make C. elegans an attractive organism to study the intricate molecular pathways involved in creating behaviors. Our hope is that knowledge of molecular and cellular basis of behavior in C. elegans can be translated to understanding more complex behaviors in humans and that therapies for pathologies, such as addictions and depression, can be aided in development by basic principles elucidated in worms.

**C. elegans as a Model Nervous System**

C. elegans has become an important model organism for the study of neural networks. Its simple and stereotyped body plan has made it an invaluable resource for reductionist neurobiology. The hermaphrodite is composed of exactly 959 cells with 302 being neurons which have invariant cell-lineage and position which were mapped (White J.G., 1986). This group further scrutinized the cellular structure of C. elegans with electromicroscopy, painstakingly reassembling these serial EM sections which led to a map of the worms’ cellular connections. This study generated the first neural
connectivity map and has served as the cornerstone for the continuing effort to understand neural communication at the circuit and organismal level.

Despite the relative simplicity of their nervous system, *C. elegans* utilizes many of the same neurotransmitters (NTs) and modulators as higher organisms, including, acetylcholine (ACh), γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), glutamate, dopamine, serotonin (5-HT) and tryamine. Worms also encode several dozen neuropeptides within their genome, several of which have been demonstrated to have effects on neurons and behaviors (Ringstad and Horvitz, 2008; Waggoner et al., 2000b). *C. elegans* contains neurons that release multiple neurotransmitters/modulators, specifically, serotonin and acetylcholine (Duerr et al.). This is a possibility long theorized in mammals but only recently demonstrated (Furshpan et al.; Schutz et al.; Weihe et al., 2005). It has also been suggested that these multi-transmitter neurons might be widespread in the mammalian nervous system, further raising the already daunting complexity (Luther, 2009). The simplicity of the *C. elegans* nervous system coupled with its molecular similarity to higher organisms has given scientists a powerful reductionist platform from which to examine fundamental questions of neuroscience.

**Molecular Signaling in *C. elegans***
Cholinergic Signaling

Acetylcholine is the major stimulatory NT at the *C. elegans* neuromuscular junction (NMJ), but has a number of roles in the nervous system (Brenner, 1974; Rand, 2007). Because of its role at the NMJ, it figures prominently in behaviors involving muscles such as locomotion, feeding and egg-laying (Avery and Horvitz, 1989; Bany et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2001; Lewis et al., 1980). ACh’s role at the NMJ has been extensively study and utilized to find novel molecules which affect cholinergic signaling. However its function in neuron to neuron communication has not been well characterized in the worm.

There are thirty-one putative ionotropic ACh receptor subunits in the worm genome (Jones and Sattelle, 2004; Putrenko et al., 2005). Twenty-seven of these are nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) subunits; many of these have been confirmed through pharmacological studies on heterologously expressed proteins (Francis et al., 2005; Touroutine et al., 2005). Functional nAChRs are homomeric or heteromeric pentamers of these subunits and all known nAChRs are cation channels and, therefore, excitatory (Leonard and Bertrand, 2001). The other four known ACh sensitive ionotropic receptor subunits, *acc-1 – 4*, belong to a class of inhibitory ACh gated chloride channels only found in invertebrates to date (Putrenko et al., 2005). There are also three confirmed ACh sensitive metabotropic receptors, *gar-1 – 3*, which are G-coupled protein receptors—which will be discussed later (Culotti and Klein, 1983; Hwang et al., 1999; Lee et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2000).
Levamisole (lev), a nematode specific cholinergic agonist, is a valuable pharmacological tool for studying the excitatory cholinergic signaling in worms. It specifically targets a group of heteromeric nAChR subunits, *unc-29*, *unc-38*, *unc-63* and *lev-1*, called the levamisole-sensitive nAChRs (Lewis et al., 1987b; Lewis et al., 1980). The lev-sensitive nAChRs form one of two ACh sensitive receptors on the body wall muscles (BWMs), responsible for movement, and are in the egg-laying system (Richmond and Jorgensen, 1999; Trent et al., 1983). While nicotine, the canonical cholinergic agonist, targets nAChRs as well, its action is less specific, stimulating all nAChRs indiscriminately. Neither nicotine nor lev activates ACh sensitive chloride channels or metabotropic receptors (Putrenko et al., 2005). Both agonists are small, stable molecules that pass readily through the cuticle, the nematodes’ thick outer membrane, but are slowly metabolized by the worm, if at all. ACh, the endogenous agonist, is quickly metabolized by acetylcholine esterase (AChE) and, therefore, unsuitable for studies requiring long exposure times. To study the long-term effects of ACh, an AChE inhibitor, aldicarb, is used, which increases the amount of endogenous ACh at the synapse by preventing its metabolism by AChE (Opperman and Chang, 1991; Rand and Russell, 1985). While both lev and nicotine work only on nAChRs, or a subset thereof, aldicarb affects all classes of ACh sensitive receptors. The worms will eventually (in 12 – 24 hrs) adapt to high levels of cholinergic agonists by down regulating the number of nAChRs in a protein kinase C dependent manner (Waggoner et al., 2000a).
Serotonergic Signaling

Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine [5-HT]) is a biologically active monoamine, which plays many roles in the behavior of C. elegans (de Bono and Maricq, 2005; Komuniecki et al., 2004). Most notably, it signals the presence of food, which in turn modulates many of the worms behaviors including the induction of egg-laying, slowing of speed—to stay on food—and stimulates the pumping of the worms’ feeding organ, the pharynx (Avery and Horvitz, 1989; Ranganathan et al., 2000; Trent et al., 1983; Waggoner et al., 1998). There are eight classes of neurons that produce 5-HT, but its potential for endocrine, autocrine and synaptic signaling means that it could affect any cell in the worm (Barnes and Sharp, 1999; Sze et al., 2000).

There are five known serotonin receptors in *C. elegans*; four are G-protein coupled receptors, *ser-1, ser-4, ser-5 and ser-7*. Three of which, *ser-1, ser-5* and *ser-7*, are stimulatory receptors (Hapiak et al.; Hobson et al., 2003; Tsalik et al., 2003; Xiao et al.). The final 5-HT sensitive GPCR, *ser-4*, has been shown to inhibit synaptic vesicle release as well as egg-laying—we give evidence to *ser-4*’s directly inhibitory effects here (Hobson et al., 2006; Nurrish et al., 1999; Olde and McCombie, 1997). The fifth serotonin sensitive receptor is a chloride channel, *mod-1*, which, due to its anionic specificity, is inhibitory and expressed almost exclusively in the neurons (Ranganathan et al., 2000). Collectively the 5-HT receptors are in ‘almost every [neuron and muscle cell] in the worm’ (Dr. Richard Komuniecki, personal communication).
The endogenous agonist, serotonin, is a stable compound but was thought not to be highly permeable to the worm’s cuticle. We show here that 5-HT is more permeable to the cuticle than previously suspected, eliciting effects at 20 μM concentrations, up to 1000 fold less than many previous assays (1.3 – 26 mM 5-HT) (Hapiak et al.; Hobson et al., 2006; Shyn et al., 2003; Trent et al.). Mammalian serotonin receptor research has been greatly aided by subtype specific drugs to deduce the contributions of each subtype of receptor (of which there are ~15) (Barnes and Sharp, 1999). Despite sequence homology between many C. elegans and mammalian 5-HT receptors, their pharmacological profiles and binding kinetics are quite divergent (Hapiak et al.; Hobson et al., 2006; Komuniecki et al.). However, the powerful genetic tools of C. elegans mitigate much of this problem, as sub-type specific drugs can be mimicked by mutations in all but one receptor or any combination thereof. Worms will also adapt to high levels of serotonin through an unknown, protein kinase A dependent mechanism which suggests desensitization of the receptors (Schafer et al., 1996; Waggoner et al., 1998). This adaptation takes 4 hours to return to basal levels of egg-laying—5-HT induces egg-laying—however, continued exposure to 5-HT causes eggs to be retained, to the point where they hatch within the adult (Carnell et al., 2005; Schafer and Kenyon, 1995).

G-protein Signaling

As previously mentioned, three ACh and four of the five serotonin receptors are a class of transmembrane metabotropic receptors called G-protein coupled
receptors (GPCRs). These receptors transduce an external signal, in this case ACh or 5-HT, through the cell membrane to activate a group of heteromeric G-proteins bound to the GPCR to initiate intracellular signaling (Bastiani and Mendel, 2006). This signaling may activate ion channels, stimulate the release of neurotransmitters, increase cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) in the cell or inhibit other pathways, among other functions in the cell (Nurrish et al., 1999). The heteromeric G-protein complex consists of three distinct protein classes, Gα, Gβ and Gγ, which separate after stimulation of the receptor into two signaling subunits, the Gα monomer and the Gβγ heterodimer, either or both can be intracellular signaling molecules. In the classical heteromeric G-protein cycle the receptor is activated which stimulates the exchange of the guanine nucleotide guanosine diphosphate (GDP) bound to the Gα subunit for the higher energy guanosine triphosphate (GTP). This causes the disassociation of the G-proteins from the receptor and the Gα subunit from the Gβγ dimer allowing them to interact with their downstream effectors. Hydrolysis of the GTP bound to the Gα protein causes the Gα subunit to re-associate with the Gβγ subunits, terminating signaling.

There are four major classes of Gα proteins in mammals determined by sequence homology, Gαs, Gαq, Gαi/o and Gα12, C. elegans has a single representative of each of these classes, gsa-1 (Gαs), egl-30 (Gαq), goa-1 (Gαi/o) and gpa-12 (Gα12) (Bastiani and Mendel, 2006; Jansen et al., 1999). These are widely expressed throughout the worm. Generally stimulatory egl-30 promotes the release of synaptic vesicles and contraction of muscles, whereas, goa-1 antagonizes egl-30 activity,
among other inhibitory activities (Hajdu-Cronin et al.; Miller et al., 1999). Activation of GSA-1 has been shown to increase cAMP levels and modulates the egl-30 activation. The other seventeen Gα subunits (gpa-1 – 11, gpa-13 – 17 and ord-3) lack homology to classify, but are mainly restricted to amphid and other sensory neurons, with the notable exceptions of gpa-7 and gpa-16, which are also widely expressed. Each GPCR is paired with a specific Gα protein, but each Gα protein may be activated by multiple GPCRs, even in the same cell—such as goa-1 activation by egl-6, gar-2 and egl-47, all in the hermaphrodite specific neurons (Bany et al., 2003; Ringstad and Horvitz, 2008). Worms contain two Gβ proteins gpb-1 and gpb-2, and two Gγ proteins, gpc-1 and gpc-2, which are all widely expressed (Bastiani and Mendel, 2006).

The classical model of heteromeric G-protein signaling—as previously described—is only the tip of the iceberg of G-protein signaling. At almost any stage of the pathway, accessory proteins are capable of modifying the action of the pathway. These function mainly by altering guanine nucleotide bound to the Gα protein, transitioning between the active, GTP-bound monomeric signaling state, and the inactive, GDP-bound heterotrimeric state. Guanine-nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) catalyze the exchange of the GDP for GTP, activating the G-protein signaling complex (Donaldson and Jackson). In the classical GPCR model, the GPCR itself acts as a GEF to catalyze the activation of the complex—though GPCRs are rarely considered or classified this way. It should be noted, that the role of G-proteins and GEFs as signal modifying molecules within the cell extends beyond the Gα class of
G-proteins discussed here. Conversely, GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) catalyze the rate of GTP hydrolysis, acting as negative regulators to the G-protein signaling pathway. Furthermore, G-proteins have been shown to have receptor independent functions, especially G\(_{\alpha_o}\), some with lethal consequences (Bastiani and Mendel, 2006).

There is a second class of G-proteins in the cell not associated with GPCRs, belonging to the ras superfamily, which is divided into a number of families, including Rho (cytoskeletal dynamics), Rab (membrane trafficking) and Arf (vesicular transport) (Donaldson and Jackson). These G-proteins are similar to G\(_{\alpha}\) proteins in the heteromeric G-protein model in both structure and function, binding GTP to activate the signaling cascade and hydrolyzing it to GDP to terminate signaling. These ras family G-proteins have distinct sets of supporting G-proteins also termed GEFs and GAPs which are similar in function and structure to their counterparts in the heteromeric, but interact with only their subfamily’s members (e.g. RhoGEFs act on Rho class G-proteins and Arf-GEFs act on Arfs) (Li et al., 2004).

**Behavioral Analysis and Screens**

Behavioral analysis and screening were original purposes for which *C. elegans* was selected as a model organism, and are still the basis for some of its most important contributions to science. *C. elegans’* small size, simple, well characterized behaviors and molecular similarity to higher organisms have made the worms an excellent
vehicle for gene discovery. The diminutive size of *C. elegans* is advantageous for large-scale screening, allowing researchers to quickly screen for behavioral or morphological abnormalities with minimal logistical expense. Reverse genetic, mutagenesis screens, search through hundreds of thousands of genomes for abnormalities caused by random, low frequency mutations. The recent discovery of RNA mediated interference (RNAi) and its development as tool for screening has dramatically changed the search for novel molecules in *C. elegans*. RNAi is the degradation of specific mRNA by introducing corresponding double stranded RNA (dsRNA) creating a depletion of the gene product. The ease of initiating RNAi and the knowledge of the target allows for high throughput forward genetic screens on the genome wide scale, which was previously restricted to reverse genetic efforts (Boutros and Ahringer, 2008). RNAi based screens allow greater flexibility in the design of the screen, as targets are known RNAi makes large candidate based screens possible. These more restricted candidate based approaches can allow for more in depth screening methods such as the axon guidance and axon regeneration screens which would have been very difficult with whole genome sized screen or random, low frequency mutagenesis screens (Yanik et al., 2004).

Locomotion and egg-laying, two of the simplest, most characterized behaviors, have been the basis of screens with far reaching implications. The first behavioral screen undertaken in *C. elegans* identified mutants with impaired locomotion—uncoordinated: unc class mutants—by Brenner and colleagues (Brenner, 1974). Locomotion requires a delicate balancing of signals for efficient, coordinated
motion; even slight defects in these molecules result in visibly uncoordinated locomotion. Many of these ‘unc’ mutants were defective in molecules involved in neurotransmission, especially ACh signaling, since these are directly involved in locomotion (Brenner, 1974; Lewis et al., 1980). Some genes found in this study are highly conserved in molecular neurotransmission; *unc-17* and *unc-13*—corresponding to the mammalian homologues, VAChT and munc13—are involved in neurotransmitter packaging and synaptic vesicle release, respectively, in all known nervous systems (Brose et al., 1995; Erickson et al., 1994; Rand, 1989). In the early 1980s, Dr. Jim Lewis found several of these unc mutants to be highly resistant to known ACh agonists, and cloned them to uncover that they were nAChR subunits (Lewis et al., 1987a; Lewis et al., 1980).

The effects of exogenous pharmacological agents often override the inherent controls on behaviors, probing the underlying controls and signaling of the system in isolation, raising the ‘signal’ with less ambiguity and biological noise, but sacrificing native physiologic balances. These exogenous agents often change behavior in a characteristic way—e.g. 5-HT promotes egg-laying and slows locomotion—and these effects are mediated by specific receptors and signaling pathways (Ranganathan et al., 2000; Trent et al., 1983). If the functionality of these receptors or pathways is compromised by mutation or depletion of gene product, the worms become resistant to certain effects of this drug mediated by this component of the signaling pathway. Because the natural response is often hyperstimulated, these pharmacological assays
often display phenotypes hidden or too subtle for characterization under native conditions.

Mammalian studies of receptor classes have focused on pharmacologically specific agents, such as levamisole, which activate only a certain subset of receptors allowing researchers to identify the unique functions of specific receptors within a class (Touroutine et al., 2005). Unfortunately, worm and mammalian pharmacology can be highly divergent—as with mammalian 5-HT receptor class specific compounds, having no effect on worm counterparts—denying C. elegans researchers compounds that have illuminated so much in mammalian studies (Komuniecki et al.). Also underscoring that pharmacology research cannot be directly translated from nematode to mammal. However, the powerful genetic techniques of C. elegans compensates for this loss, as genes can be easily knocked out and expressed ectopically by transgenic constructs to find their site of action, helping to define the cells and molecules involved in particular behavioral pathways. The combination of pharmacology and genetics is powerful for delineating pathways, but researchers must be careful with the pharmacologic hyperstimulation of transgenically over-expressed proteins—all transgenes are ectopic over-expressions—especially with ionotropic receptors, as they could easily produce non-physiologic effects resulting in unnatural behaviors.

While ‘uncoordinated’ is a non-specific term to define locomotion abnormalities, modern assays focus on more quantifiable aspects of locomotion such as speed, body bends, and slowing responses to food. The advent of automated
tracking systems and increased sophistication of computer aided analysis has greatly increased the range and subtly of the quantifiable features of *C. elegans* locomotion (Cronin et al., 2006; Hardaker et al., 2001). Features such as the depth of body bend and precise measurements of relative speed would have been impossible to accurately record by eye. Automated analysis allows for correlation between multiple features, allowing researches to link probabilities, such as the probability of a turn after a reversal, which is important to behavioral studies of decision making, learning and memory. Automated tracking machines have also aided in the characterization of the egg-laying behavior, elucidating biphasic states of egg-laying and demonstrating a significant speed increase prior to egg-laying events (Hardaker et al., 2001; Waggoner et al., 1998).

*Locomotion*

Locomotion is a well-characterized behavior resulting from the coordinated contraction and relaxation of the body wall muscles (BWMs) to produce a sinusoidal wave, which propels the animal (Richmond and Jorgensen, 1999). The striated BWMs extend down the ventral and dorsal sides of the worm. They are electrically coupled to their ipsidorsal or ipsiventral neighbors. The BWMs are innervated from the ventral nerve cord, the ventral BWMs are innervated by VA, VB, VC and VD class motor neurons, whereas the dorsal BWMs are innervated by AS, DA, DB and DD class motor neurons (White J.G., 1986; White et al., 1976). The BWMs are controlled by two excitatory ACh receptors and one inhibitory GABA receptor which coordinates
the muscles relaxed and contracted states to produce efficient motion (Richmond and Jorgensen, 1999).

The BWM ACh response is mediated by the heteromeric, lev sensitive nAChR complex and the alpha-7-like ACR-16 homomeric complex, as well as the inhibitory GABA receptor, UNC-49 (Bamber et al., 1999; Lewis et al., 1987a; Touroutine et al., 2005). Both nAChR complexes are sensitive to nicotine which, like levamisole, hyperstimulates both ventral and dorsal BWMS simultaneously to create a rigid paralysis. Loss of any of the lev sensitive nAChR subunits, unc-29, unc-38, unc-63, confers resistance to both lev and nicotine, but at the expense of coordinated locomotion (Lewis et al., 1987a). ACR-16 mediates a fast initial response to ACh but mutation confers no resistance to long term exposure to ACh agonists. Nor do acr-16 mutants display uncoordinated movement, however, double mutants defective in the lev sensitive receptor as well, are significantly more impaired than single mutants of lev sensitive subunits (Francis et al., 2005). The GABA receptor, UNC-49, mediates the relaxation of the BWMS, pharmacologic stimulation via muscimol causes ‘hyper’-relaxation of the muscles, resulting in a flaccid paralysis (Bamber et al., 2003). Contraction of one side of the muscles via ACh stimulates GABA to be released to the opposite side and vice versa to coordinate efficient movement (Richmond and Jorgensen, 1999).
Egg-laying

Egg-laying is one of the simplest and most easily quantified of *C. elegans* motor programs and, as such, is one of the most heavily studied. Egg-laying is a well characterized behavior that may offer insights into NMJ and neuron to neuron communication as well as into multi-molecular signaling networks—ACh, 5-HT, tyramine and peptides—and in small circuit analysis. The egg-laying system consists of 2 classes of neurons and 16 muscles, and, recently, four endocrine cells surrounding the vulva have been implicated in egg-laying as well, uterine-vulval cells (uv1s) (Jose et al.; Schafer, 2006; White J.G., 1986). The major neurological inputs to egg-laying muscles come from a pair of hermaphrodite specific neurons (HSNs). The HSNs are positioned bilaterally, posterior to the vulva itself while maintaining a large synapse to the egg-laying muscles as well as connections with the other class of egg-laying motor neurons, the proximal ventral type C neurons 4 and 5. The HSNs, notably, utilize both cholinergic and serotonergic signaling, they are also capable of synthesizing neuropeptides (Duerr et al., 1999; Forrester et al., 2004; Kim and Li, 2004; Nathoo et al., 2001; Schinkmann and Li, 1992). The HSNs serve as a major point of control for egg-laying, receiving inputs directly from the head, as well as sensory neurons and extrasynaptic signals (Ringstad and Horvitz, 2008; White J.G., 1986; Zhang et al., 2008). The loss of the HSNs causes the massive accumulation of eggs in the uterus, due to a slowed egg-laying rate (Trent et al., 1983). This suggests that the HSNs exert a high degree of control over egg-laying by regulating the initiation of egg-laying.
The other class of neurons that synapses onto the muscles of the egg-laying system is the ventral cord type C neurons (White J.G., 1986). These neurons, also hermaphrodite specific, consist of six cholinergic neurons positioned linearly along the ventral cord (VC1 – 6, running anterior to posterior) that innervate the vulval muscles. The most important to egg-laying are VC4 and VC5, VC4 being just anterior and VC5 just posterior to the vulva. (Note: VC4 and VC5 will be referred to as the VCs, any reference to the full set of ventral cord type C neurons will be denoted as VC1-6.) The VCs maintain neuronal arborization (both axonal and dendritic) with the HSNs and are the only neurons of VC1-6 to exclusively innervate the egg-laying muscles (White J.G., 1986). The role of the VCs is complex; ablation studies of the VCs alone show a slight increase in egg-laying, however, when ablated in conjunction with the loss of the HSNs they further inhibit egg-laying (Waggoner et al., 1998).

The muscles of the egg-laying system consist of two classes of eight muscles each, the vulval muscles and the uterine muscles (White J.G., 1986). The vulval muscles (VMs) consist of eight smooth muscles that contract during an egg-laying event in order to open the vulva allowing the egg to be released. The VMs are subcategorized into two sets of 4 radially oriented muscles, vulval muscle 1s (VM1s) and vulval muscle 2s (VM2s). The two sets of vulval muscles are ventrodorsally stacked, with the VM1s being more ventral, closer to the vulva. More importantly, the VM2s are the only muscles in the system innervated by the egg-laying neurons. They are electrically coupled to the VM1s via gap junctions. While having no significant synaptic inputs, the VM1s are all linked to adjacent VM1s by gap junctions as well as
their partner VM2. The innervated VM2s are required for egg-laying whereas the VM1s are completely dispensable, showing no effect on egg-laying rates (Schafer, 2006). The second class of muscles, the uterine muscles, is thin, circular smooth muscles that encircle the uterus just anterior and posterior to the vulva. Thought to play a role in embryo positioning for egg-laying, they are completely dispensable to normal egg-laying. Four uv1 endocrine cells surround the vulva and release tryamine, inhibitory to egg-laying, and, possibly, neuropeptides. These uv1s inhibit egg-laying, as ablating or silencing the uv1s cause hyperactive egg-laying (Jose et al.).

An egg-laying event is preceded by highly correlated excitation of the both classes of motor neurons, HSNs and VCs, which results in the coordinated contraction of the VMs thus opening the vulva to release an egg (Zhang et al., 2008). The egg-laying motor neurons release both ACh and 5-HT as NTs/neuromodulators (Duerr et al., 1999; Weinshenker et al., 1995). Pharmacological studies have shown that both ACh and serotonin are, paradoxically, stimulatory and inhibitory to this process. ACh agonists, nicotine and levamisole, stimulate egg-laying through a pathway that is HSN dependent—HSNs are the major source of 5-HT for the egg-laying system—or requires the addition of exogenous 5-HT. Curiously, ACh induced stimulation of activity in the VMs, an important step in egg-laying and down-stream of the HSNs, requires no neural input, nor exogenous 5-HT, but will not result in egg-laying (Shyn; Waggoner et al., 1998). This excitation is mediated by both the lev sensitive nAChR complex and lev insensitive nAChRs of unknown composition expressed by the VM2s as well as the VCs. Despite its requirement for egg-laying in response to cholinergic
agonists, HSN has not been shown to express any excitatory ACh receptors. In contrast to the stimulation by exogenous cholinergic agonists, inhibiting the activity of AChE—thus increasing the availability of acetylcholine—decreases the rate at which eggs are laid (Bany et al., 2003). This decrease is mediated by the ACh sensitive 

GPCR gar-2, expressed by the HSNs. GAR-2 is not sensitive to either nicotine or lev, which is why those cholinergic agonists show only ACh mediated stimulation of egg-laying mediated by the nAChRs. Furthermore, null mutations of gene *C. elegans* only choline acetyltransferase, *cha-1*, are lethal, however, highly deficient alleles (*cha-1 (p1152) < 1% of normal levels of ACh*) show hyperactive egg-laying, which can be rescued by the expression of CHA-1 in the VCs. This suggests that the VCs play a role in the ACh/GAR-2 mediated inhibition of egg-laying, through its cholinergic connections to HSNs. However, it is also likely stimulatory to egg-laying, as worms that lose both HSNs and VCs are significantly more egg-laying defective than those missing HSN alone. Current models show the HSNs activating the VCs which stimulate the VMs and egg release, but the VCs also form a feedback loop onto the HSNs and inhibiting further egg-laying through GAR-2. The stimulation of an action—egg-laying—as well as a feed back loop within the circuit—VCs inhibition of the HSNs—is an over-represented sub-circuit in the *C. elegans* neurocircuity and, theoretically, in higher order nervous systems (Reigl et al., 2004).

The action of serotonin on egg-laying is similarly complicated. Serotonin strongly stimulates egg-laying in wild-type animals, even overcoming the inhibition of egg-laying due to the loss of the HSNs—the major serotonergic inputs to the egg-
laying system. However, the further loss of the VCs, in addition to the HSNs, abolishes 5-HT induction of egg-laying (Waggoner et al., 1998). Interestingly, 5-HT induced egg-laying can be rescued in these fully de-innervated animals (HSN/VC) by the addition of exogenous levamisole. Furthermore, worms lacking motor neuron inputs to the egg-laying muscles show high levels of VM activity in response to exogenous 5-HT even though no eggs are laid, similar to the cholinergic response of de-innervated animals (Shyn). The parsimonious interpretation of these data is that 5-HT and ACh form a coincidence detector at the NMJ requiring both signals simultaneously to stimulate egg-laying. However, it should be noted that double mutants of cha-1, with almost no ACh, and cat-4, defective in the production of both 5-HT and dopamine (cha-1 (p1152); cat-4 (e1141)), have no discernable egg-laying defects (Weinshenker et al., 1995). This suggests the prospect of a coincidence detector requiring both molecules simultaneously unlikely, though it does suggest non-cholingeric, non-serotonergic stimulation, such as another signaling molecule or intrinsic activation.

The response to 5-HT is mediated by the five previously described 5-HT receptors. The four GPCRs, ser-1, ser-4, ser-5 and ser-7, are found in the VMs, but none have been shown to be expressed by the egg-laying neurons (Hapiak et al.; Hobson et al., 2003; Shyn; Xiao et al.). However, any of these receptors may function upstream of the egg-laying system to influence the egg-laying behavior, such as mod-1, which is not found in the core egg-laying cells, but has been shown to be required for dopamine induced inhibition of egg-laying (Ranganathan et al., 2000). The loss of
either *ser-1* or *ser-7* does little to native egg-laying rates but abolishes 5-HT’s stimulation of egg-laying. However, the further mutation of the *ser-4* and *mod-1* inhibitory receptors causes the worm to regain some response to 5-HT, even in worms defective in both *ser-1* and *ser-7*. Disregarding 5-HT stimulation, mutation of any or all of the 5-HT receptors has little to no effect on the uninduced egg-laying rates or egg-retention (Hapiak et al.; Hobson et al., 2006; Shyn; Xiao et al.). The double mutants *ser-4*; *mod-1* — both of the inhibitory 5-HT receptors — and the triple mutants *ser-5*; *ser-1* *ser-7* — eliminating the stimulatory receptors — are the most affected in terms of native egg-laying, and even then they are only just statistically significantly abnormal (Hapiak et al.). This highlights the complex and intricate balance of the serotonin signaling involved in egg-laying.

While serotonin stimulates egg-laying and VM activity, it inhibits HSN activity (Shyn et al.). This serotonin induced silencing of the HSNs has only been observed in 5-HT bath assays and might be more important in physiologic conditions without a huge excess of 5-HT present — as the HSNs are the major source of 5-HT in the egg-laying system. HSN silencing requires the Gα₀ protein *goa-1*, which suggested that *ser-4*, *goa-1*’s 5-HT sensitive GPCR partner, is acting in the HSNs. SER-4 has never been reported as expressed in the HSNs, but it is possible that the expression levels are too low to observe by GFP fluorescence or that it acts on a neuron upstream of the HSNs to elicit this effect. However, several other GPCRs that putatively couple with *goa-1* — *egl-6*, *egl-47* and *gar-2* — are expressed in the HSNs and all have been shown to have an inhibitory role in egg-laying (Bany et al., 2003; Ringstad and
Horvitz, 2008). In addition, goa-1’s receptor independent effects have been shown to have lethal consequences in *C. elegans*—though no receptor independent effects have been purported to be involved in egg-laying (Miller and Rand, 2000). This multitude of inhibitory signaling complexes with goa-1 as common component implies that any one of these could be responsible for 5-HT induced silencing of the HSNs with 5-HT as an upstream initiator.

It is unclear whether all responses to external egg-laying cues are integrated in the HSNs or elsewhere and relayed to the HSNs through neural connections or extrasynaptic signaling. Though it has been demonstrated that the ablation of the neural relays from the HSNs to the head neurons show no effect on egg-laying rates (Zhang et al., 2008). Recently, a extrasynaptic peptidergic pathway was outlined which negatively regulates egg-laying by inhibiting activity in the HSNs. Peptides, *flp-10* & *flp-17*, in response to food are released from neurons in the head with no connections to the HSNs (Ringstad and Horvitz, 2008). They interact with *egl-6*, a GPCR, expressed by the HSNs to inhibit egg-laying in a goa-1 dependent manner. This is a straightforward example of extrasynaptic signaling controlling egg-laying since the peptides’ expression was isolated to neurons without direct connections to the egg-laying system. However, both of these studies were done in experientially poor environments—well feed, optimal conditions—and modulation of these behaviors maybe contextual to environmental changes while the basal rates might be stable and unaffected.
In an environment without food, worms will retain eggs but when food is present, they will periodically lay eggs in small bursts (generally 2 – 4 eggs) followed by a return to an inactive state of about 20 minutes (Waggoner et al., 1998). Different signaling molecules in the egg-laying circuit govern the relation between these two states. The loss of ACh signaling in *cha-1* worms dramatically increases the time between egg-laying events in the intracluster time but the inactive period lengths are unaffected, and the loss of 5-HT signaling causes little effect on the intracluster timing but dramatically increases the time spent in between active states. This suggests ACh is responsible for timing during the active, intracluster, state whereas serotonin is a main component in the inactive, intercluster, state. It is also of interest to note that worms missing HSN motor neurons, the most significant source of 5-HT to egg-laying, showed longer intercluster states, as would be predicted, but shorter intracluster periods. In short, egg-laying is a well characterized behavior that may offer insights into NMJ and neuron to neuron communication as well as into multi-molecular signaling networks—ACh, 5-HT, tryamine and peptides—and in small circuit analysis.

**Neurophysiology in *C. elegans***

Until relatively recently, physiologic assessment of neurons was unavailable in *C. elegans*. Without cellular physiology and primary biochemistry—dissections of tissues and cell culture, which is still rare in worms—*C. elegans* researchers were almost totally reliant on genetic studies and behavioral analysis to explore the effects
of molecules identified in screens. The addition of cellular physiology techniques allowed researchers to study sensory sensation and intercellular signaling at a new depth and richness. This coupled with the mapped neural connectivity network gave the potential for understanding circuits and even an entire organism. Allowing researches to couple molecules to cellular responses and further to behavioral outputs, which will eventually combine to build a model of an organism’s behaviors.

Electrophysiology

Despite a well characterize and invariant cellular composition, *C. elegans* small size—1mm body length, ~2-3μm diameter neurons—and the tough outer cuticle make it particularly challenging to study with electrophysiology. To make matters worse, internal viscera are held under pressure and when the cuticle is compromised they spill forth in an entirely variant manner rendering the cellular positioning diagram useless for the identification of neurons. However, with the advent of GFP to mark neurons of interest, and the efforts of several groups of particularly skilled—and patient—researchers, electrophysiology was adapted to the worm (Richmond and Jorgensen, 1999). The identification of a second nAChR at the BWM is an example of the newly mastered power of electrophysiology. An electrophysiologic study of the BWMs by Dr. Janet Richmond demonstrated a second excitatory receptor that responds to ACh and nicotine, in the absence of the lev sensitive nAChR (Richmond and Jorgensen, 1999). This receptor was later identified as the ACR-16 homomeric nAChR, with little behavioral signature of its own it had been missed for years by
behavioral assays (Touroutine et al., 2005). While the prediction and discovery of new molecules is impressive, it is important to understand that this finding was predicated by the increased sensitivity, and the full benefit of this technique will the depth of knowledge made available. Electrophysiology continues to unveil the action of molecular forces at the cellular and circuit level with unparalleled richness of molecular information.

_Calcium Imaging_

However, electrophysiology is not without its drawbacks, importantly, it is a highly invasive procedure which is particularly devastating to the diminutive worm. In addition, only a handful of neurons have been studied with electrophysiology, because it is an extremely demanding technique in terms of time and training, and many neurons are still inaccessible to current dissection techniques. Utilizing _C. elegans_ transparency, calcium imaging gives a real-time optical measurement of intercellular calcium concentration allowing neurophysiologic readings live, undissected worms. Activation of a neuron or muscle increases the internal cellular calcium concentration, measuring this influx provides a reasonable proxy for cellular activity. A genetically encoded, calcium sensitive protein, Cameleon, is heterologously expressed in the cell(s) of interest (Kerr et al.; Kerr and Schafer, 2006). Cameleon consists of two flourophores—yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) and cyan fluorescent protein (CFP)—attached by a calcium sensitive linker. The linker—composed of the calmodulin binding domain and the M13 myosin light chain—changes conformation
in response to the increased concentration of calcium which brings the two fluorophores into close proximity allowing fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) to occur. Light used for excitation only stimulates the CFP, however when in calcium bound conformation FRET transfers this energy from the CFP to the YFP, strengthening the YFP emission and quenching the CFP signal. Comparing simultaneously recorded wavelengths of yellow and cyan yields a ratiometric recording of the calcium levels, and therefore activity, in the cell of interest over time.

\[ R_{\text{AT}} = \frac{Y_{\text{AT}}}{C_{\text{AT}}} \]

\( R \) = ratiometric change of calcium within the (cell relative), \( Y_k \) = YFP emission intensity, \( C_k \) = CFP emission intensity

Cameleon is not the only calcium indicator or even the only genetically encoded one, however, it is the only one which provides ratiometric data. Ratiometric recordings filter out movement artifacts and noise that affect both channels equally, giving stable and robust data sets (Kerr et al., 2000).

Cameleon and calcium imaging are not without drawbacks. The response kinetics of Cameleon are the slowest calcium indicating protein or dye, but still on the order of > 100 μsec to saturation (Miyawaki et al.). Also, expressing heterologous proteins in a live organism is always a concern; even the latest, low-affinity versions of Cameleon chelate enough calcium to affect some behaviors (Dr. Caroline Craig and
Dr. Robyn Branicky, personal communication). Furthermore, the use of calcium as an indicator of activity could also miss important physiologic details within the cell.

Even with these concerns, the areas now opened to *C. elegans* researches by cellular physiology are extraordinary. These techniques open the possibility of detailed study of the cellular circuitry in the worm at a depth well beyond identifying novel molecules and exploring genetic interactions. Egg-laying has been studied for over 30 years, however the binary output masks the subtleties involved in the system under the control of so many molecular signaling networks. The monitoring activity of the cells of the egg-laying system with calcium imaging, as done here, will, hopefully, provide a richer understanding of these signaling networks and the interaction among signaling networks. This is highlighted by the finding that in the absence of innervation, serotonin or levamisole will stimulate activity in the VMs, as measured by calcium imaging, however, neither induce egg-laying (Shyn). Here we utilize calcium imaging to examine the effects of serotonin and ACh on egg-laying, in order to elucidate their role in multi-molecular signaling networks. We hope to delineate the function of these receptors in the VMs, the final step in egg-laying, in order to shed light on the process of the molecular and cellular activity involved in egg-laying.

**Conclusion**

These examples of cellular physiology of BWMs and egg-laying muscles involve muscles directly involved with physical action of the behavior. More complex
efforts are being made to understand the processing of sensory signals in the worm by many *C. elegans* labs including ours. The synaptic connectivity map of the worms and the genetic interaction database built up over the years of research for these behaviors has provided an invaluable resource for cellular physiologists. The ability to trace the effects of molecules through the cellular circuitry and examine the behaviors in terms of the activation of cells, offers fantastic new possibilities for an organism as simple and studied as the worm. These new techniques coupled with the worm’s impressive genetic toolbox and connectivity map, give the possibility of understanding the neural network of an entire organism from molecule to behavior.
CHAPTER II

Molecular Mechanisms of Serotonergic and Cholinergic

Control of Egg-laying in C. elegans
At their most basic level behaviors are controlled by neural molecules that coordinate appropriate actions via complex signaling networks. The *C. elegans* egg-laying behavior is controlled by several molecular cues, including serotonin, acetylcholine and signaling peptides. The cells involved decipher this mélange of signals to coordinate a prescribed and coherent response which we recognize as stereotyped behavior. Though several orders of magnitude more complex, it is theorized that mammalian neurons operate in a similar mixture of molecular signaling to generate behaviors.

Here we use calcium imaging to describe the response of the egg-laying circuit to pharmacological agents in order to understand the molecular signaling networks underpinning its control. We examine the role of serotonin on the vulval muscles directly and in relation to egg-laying behavior. We focus our study on *ser-4*, an inhibitory serotonin receptor. Though, not involved in the initial response to exogenous serotonin, SER-4 maybe at the root several of the contradictory data sets of serotonin signaling with regard to egg-laying. We demonstrate SER-4 to be expressed in the vulval muscles, and from this location, it inhibits vulval muscle activity and modulates long-term response to serotonin.

Furthermore, using a novel dissection technique in combination with calcium imaging, we demonstrate for the first time that acetylcholine can stimulate the vulval muscles directly. This technique will allow future calcium imaging studies to directly
stimulate activity with exogenous agents bypassing the cuticle, which had previously hampered such studies.

INTRODUCTION

Behaviors are a result of a multitude of signaling molecules’ response to the environment. The neurotransmitter/hormone serotonin [5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT)] acts through transmembrane receptors to regulate a multitude of behaviors and processes in both vertebrates and invertebrates, including mood, sleep, muscle activity, as well as cognitive functions (Barnes and Sharp, 1999; de Bono and Maricq, 2005; Roth B.L., 2000). In mammals 13 G-proteins-coupled receptors and a class of ligand-gated ion channels serve to form a complex signaling network of complimentary, antagonistic and apparently redundant components, sometime on a single cell (Hannon and Hoyer, 2008). Further complicating matters, serotonin can function over short distances, pre- and postsynaptically, as well as long distances, in both neurons and non-neuronal cells. Despite its high relevance to many diseases and pathologies, such as depression, anxiety and aggression, the serotonin-signaling network has proved extremely difficult to sort out due to the organizational complexity of the vertebrate systems. Examining multi-cellular signaling networks is a far less daunting challenge in the relatively simple organism Ceanorhabditis elegans that also utilizes 5-HT signaling to coordinate behaviors.
The structural simplicity and molecular similarity of worms to vertebrate nervous systems, as well as the wealth of powerful molecular genetic tools available in *C. elegans*, could offer new insights to the building and coordination of a behavioral circuit from molecule to behavior. The *C. elegans* nervous system contains 302 neurons of invariant positions as well as a highly stereotyped and mapped neural connectivity pattern of approximately the same number of chemical synapses as a single human hippocampal pyramidal cell (de Bono and Maricq, 2005). Many behaviors in *C. elegans* are regulated or modulated by 5-HT, including locomotion, feeding, sensory plasticity and egg-laying (Chao et al., 2004; Harris et al., 2009; Ranganathan et al., 2000; Trent et al., 1983). The egg-laying behavior serves as an excellent model because it is extensively characterized, easily quantified, and simple in anatomic structure. Egg-laying is a simple motor program, whose regulation integrates responses to diverse sensory cues such as the presence of food, touch and osmolarity (Avery and Horvitz, 1989; Zhang et al., 2008). The egg-laying circuit is comprised of only 12 core cells, two sets of two motor neurons, and two groups of four vulval muscles (Schafer, 2006). The motor neurons, the hermaphrodite specific neurons (HSNs) and ventral type-C neurons 4 & 5 (VCs), both synapse onto each other and directly onto the vulval muscles (VMs)—see figure 2.1 for more complete description (White J.G., 1986). Egg-laying events show high correlations in firing of both the HSNs and VCs, as well as the coordinated contraction of the VMs resulting in the release of an egg (Zhang et al., 2008).
The simplicity of the circuit and binary output, belies the complexity of the molecular machinery involved in its regulation. Many signaling molecules affect the egg-laying behavior including, but not limited to, 5-HT and acetylcholine (ACh). Both of these signals have been shown to have stimulatory and inhibitory effects on egg-laying depending on the experimental context. (Bany et al., 2003; Brenner, 1974; Schafer and Kenyon, 1995; Trent et al., 1983). Serotonergic control over the egg-laying system is has been characterized by many studies using a variety of tools, pharmacology, as well as ablations of specific cells functioning within the system (Schafer, 2006).

However, the role of serotonin is still unclear, its multifaceted control over the system is difficult to fully define with the binary output of the egg-laying behavior. Calcium imaging is particularly well suited for examining multi-cellular signaling networks with complex and disparate inputs such as 5-HT, because as a non-invasive technique it preserves the physiologic connections and conditions within the organism and provides a rich study of cellular activity (Kerr and Schafer, 2006). We use calcium imaging as well as utilizing *C. elegans* library of mutations and powerful genetic tools such as transgenic expression and cell-specific RNAi knockdowns, to examine the effects of pharmacological agents upon egg-laying and circuit activity. Of particular interest was *ser-4*, which encodes a 5-HT sensitive GPCR, known to be inhibitory to egg-laying (Hapiak et al.; Hobson et al., 2006). We demonstrate that it is expressed in the VM2s—a subset of VMs—and that this expression can directly repress VM activity and inhibit egg-laying. It had been previously reported that SER-4 acts pre-
synaptically, inhibiting the release of ACh, this data would suggest a new mechanism of inhibition by SER-4, acting postsynaptically to repress activity (Nurrish et al., 1999).

It is important to keep in mind that 5-HT is only one of a number of signaling molecules involved with the egg-laying and most other serotonergic mediated behaviors (Komuniecki et al., 2004; Trent et al., 1983). Egg-laying is also under cholinergic control, to understand the interplay between two of the signaling molecules we constructed a microfluidics chamber and utilizing a dissection preparation that allows us to bypass the cuticle to measure the effect of the fast-acting neurotransmitter, ACh, on the VMs. We establish that the VMs are stimulated by ACh and demonstrate that the response is mediated, at least partially, by the unc-29, ionotropic nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) subunit. Understanding the behavioral implications of such a molecular soup of signals in a small circuit of a discreet output such as the egg-laying system, will provide a powerful platform from which to examine complex signaling regulating behavior and generalize to higher organisms.

RESULTS

Mutation of 5-HT Receptors has no Effect on ACh Stimulation of the VMs

Previous studies have shown that C. elegans egg-laying is modulated by at least two stimulatory neurotransmitters/modulators, acetylcholine and serotonin (5-
HT) (Brenner, 1974; Trent et al., 1983). Both of these molecules which are found in the
motor neurons innervating the egg-laying circuit, the HSNs and the VCs (Fig. 1)
(Duerr et al., 2001; Rand, 1989; White J.G., 1986). Understanding this interaction
between the serotonergic and cholinergic signaling systems will be fundamental to
understanding the egg-laying behavior and circuit at a molecular level. Nicotine and
levamisole, cholinergic agonists, significantly induce egg-laying in wild-type (N2)
animals, and levamisole has been demonstrated to increase activity in the VMs (Lewis
et al., 1980; Shyn, 2003). These effects are mediated by the nAChRs, whose
endogenous agonist is ACh (Kim et al., 2001; Leonard and Bertrand, 2001). However,
ACh has never been used as an agonist, due to considerable difficulties in presentation
of this agonist to the receptor targets. We developed an assay to assess the effect of
acetylcholine on vulval muscle activity directly.

In order to study the effects of ACh, a fast acting neurotransmitter (NT), on the
VMs we needed to eliminate the considerable barrier of the cuticle. The cuticle is both
a physical barrier as well as a temporal inhibitor disrupting the fast acting
neurotransmission we wished to study. To circumvent the cuticle, we used a dissected
preparation to have immediate access to the receptors with known concentrations of
the pharmacological agents. Using a custom microfluidic device, provided by Dr.
Nikos Chronis, which could expose the worm to drugs under tight temporal controls,
we examined the VMs response to ACh (see Fig. 2.2). We used a modified Ascaris
Ringer with high osmolarity (~380 mOsm), which is known to inhibit intrinsic activity
in the VMs (Zhang et al., 2008). With this method, we evoked a strong response to 1
mM ACh in N2 worms with a presentation time of 20 msec. [N2 65.7% (±8.54% SEM)] (Fig. 2.2). This represents the first time *C. elegans* vulval muscle has been directly stimulated by exogenous ACh.

In order to further understand the molecular underpinnings of this response, we attempted to determine the molecules required. As earlier studies had found that mutations in nAChR subunits expressed in the VMs eliminated levamisole induced egg-laying we decided to test one of the nAChR that had displayed this phenotype, *unc-29* (Kim et al., 2001; Lewis et al., 1987a). (UNC-29 is a non-alpha receptor subunit, which causes the total collapse of the heteromeric, levamisole-sensitive nAChR complex in *C. elegans* (Lewis et al., 1987a).) This receptor is also known to be one of two nAChRs involved in excitation of the BWM, whose loss significantly reduces, but does not abolish, the ACh evoked current in the BWM (Richmond and Jorgensen, 1999). Under the same conditions as the wild-type, N2 worms, the evoked activity was abolished in *unc-29 (x29)* mutants [*unc-29* 2.57% (±1.986% SEM)].

Interested in the potential interaction between ACh and 5-HT signaling we wondered how the lack of 5-HT receptors would affect the response to ACh in the vulval muscles (VMs). Mutants in *ser-1* had shown a resistance to levamisole and nicotine stimulated egg-laying in a previous study leading us to believe that 5-HT signaling might be involved in ACh stimulation (Carnell et al., 2005). This resistance to cholinergic agonist maybe due to communication between the two signaling networks or an overall defect in hyperstimulated egg-laying as they are also resistant to 5-HT induced egg-laying (Xiao et al., 2006). However, ACh evoked activity in
quintuple 5-HTR mutants, which have all five known serotonin receptors mutated, that was indistinguishable from wild type N2 animals [quintuple 5-HTR 62.17% (±7.96% SEM)] demonstrating that 5-HT signaling is unnecessary for ACh evoked calcium responses in the VMs. This does not rule out the modulation of ACh signaling by 5-HT signaling in the VMs, but does show that the maximal evoked response of ACh is not contingent on 5-HT signaling.

Mutation of all 5-HT Receptors Abolishes 5-HT Induced Activity in the VMs, but Raises Basal Activity

Egg-laying is strongly induced by exogenous 5-HT in N2 animals. Not surprisingly, quintuple 5-HTR mutants are completely resistant to 5-HT induced egg-laying (Hapiak et al.). However, when not stimulated by exogenous serotonin, the egg-laying rate of quintuple 5-HTR mutants is indistinguishable from wild type. These mutants display a mild retention of eggs, but this is a relatively mild defect despite putatively eliminating a highly conserved signaling pathway regulating egg-laying.

We were interested in the cellular activities within the egg-laying circuit mediated by serotonin not apparent in the binary quantification of egg-laying data. Activation of the egg-laying system does not always result in the release of an egg, levamisole can stimulate VM activity in the absence of the HSN motor neurons, but this activity will not result in egg release (Shyn, 2003; Waggoner et al., 1998). We sought to characterize more subtle effects of serotonin upon egg-laying by calcium imaging in order to gain an understanding of its effects at a cellular level. For this
assay, worms were held in a continuous flow of the hypertonic M9 buffer, which is known to inhibit egg-laying, as well as activity in the HSNs, VCs and VMs (Zhang et al., 2008). An initial eight minute recording was made before each trial recording to establish the intrinsic basal activity in the absence of drugs. In N2s, these recordings were marked by a near absence of non-induced or basal activity [0.07 calcium events per minute, (±0.029 SEM)]. However, even with the high osmolarity and stabilization period there was still significant activity in VMs of the quintuple 5-HTR mutants [0.45 calcium events per minute, (±0.143 SEM), v. N2 basal rate, P=0.0044]. This high baseline of VM activity in the quintuple 5-HTR mutants may account for the phenotypically normal egg-laying rate in native conditions (Hapiak et al.). After the calibration of the basal rate, various concentrations of 5-HT were added to the M9 buffer to stimulate calcium events in the VMs. After a six minute stabilization period, another eight minute recording was made and analyzed. N2 worms showed a significant increase in the frequency at 50 μM 5-HT [N2, Ca++ events/min., after baseline correction, 20 μM 5-HT 0.108 (±0.108 SEM), 50 μM 5-HT 1.46 (±0.315 SEM), P=0.016]. While it has been known for decades that 5-HT stimulates egg-laying and for years that 5-HT stimulates VM activity, these data demonstrate stimulation at concentrations over twenty-five times lower than the previous calcium imaging study (1.3 mM) and orders of magnitude below standard M9 based egg-laying protocols (7.5 – 26 mM) (Dempsey et al., 2005; Hobson et al., 2003; Shyn et al., 2003; Trent et al., 1983; Waggoner et al., 1998). The N2 activity quickly escalated in response to an increasing amount of serotonin. However, the algorithm used to
calculate frequency was saturated after 250 μM 5-HT, though the pattern of increased response continued (data not shown). The quintuple 5-HTR mutants showed no increase in activity over their high base-line levels, even up to concentrations of 40 mM serotonin—almost 1000X the concentration required to stimulate VM activity in N2s (data not shown).

**Basal Activity is not Mediated by an Individual 5-HT Receptor**

We were interested in which 5-HT receptors control the basal activity. To investigate this, we studied mutants defective in at a single receptor as well as quadruple receptor mutants, with one functional receptor. (A set of mutants containing only one functional 5-HT receptor, for example a quadruple 5-HT mutant with a functional SER-1 receptor (i.e. ser-5; ser-4; mod-1;ser-7), will henceforth be abbreviated *quad (ser-1).* We found that mutation of any single receptor did not significantly increase the basal activity observed in the VMs. However, the loss of *ser-7* did significantly reduce the basal activity in comparison to wild-type worms [see Fig. 2.3 B, 0.0089 calcium events per minute, (±0.0089 SEM), v. N2 basal rate, P=0.0092]. This is interesting as *ser-7* functions as an initiator for 5-HT mediated contraction in the pharynx, an extremely low basal rate of spontaneous VM activity in *ser-7* mutant hints that it may act in a similar role in the muscles (Hobson et al., 2006). The basal VM activity in quadruple 5-HTR mutants yielded a similar data set, no combination of mutations caused a basal rate significantly above N2 animals. *Quad (ser-1)* is the only mutant with a significant deviation from the basal activity of these
mutants, and again it displays less activity than the wild-type VM. The increase in basal activity observed in quintuple 5-HTR mutants is not mediated by any one 5-HT receptor and reintroduction of any receptor reduces the basal VM activity to levels observed in wild-type worms.

**Mutation in Any 5-HT Receptor Reduces Sensitivity to 5-HT in VMs**

Previous studies have demonstrated that the loss of any single 5-HT receptor has little to no significant effect on native egg-laying rates (Carnell et al., 2005; Hapiak et al.; Harris et al., 2009). However, the loss of either *ser-1* or *ser-7*, both expressed in the VMs, abolishes 5-HT induced egg-laying (Hobson et al., 2006; Xiao et al., 2006). The loss of either *ser-4* or *mod-1*, both inhibitory receptors, causes either a moderate increase in stimulation by 5-HT or negligible effects on egg-laying rates depending on the media used in the assay—nematode growth media (NGM) plate-based assays (~140 mOsm) showed a slight increase in mutant egg-laying rates while assays in M9 buffer (310 mOsm) show no difference between N2 and the mutants (Carnell et al., 2005; Dempsey et al., 2005; Hobson et al., 2006). However, mutations of an inhibitory receptor has been shown to at least partially rescue the 5-HT stimulation of egg-laying in both *ser-1, mod-1;ser-1* double mutants, and in *ser-7*, by *ser-4;ser-7* double mutants (Carnell et al., 2005; Hobson et al., 2006). Mutations of *ser-5* are indistinguishable from N2 in egg-laying assays in both native and serotonin induced assays (Hapiak et al.). Seeking to further characterize the effects of these
receptors on egg-laying at a cellular level, we conducted a survey of the mutants in the five known 5-HT receptors on the activation of the VMs by 5-HT.

Here using the assay previously described, we tested the effect of the loss of a single 5-HT receptor upon stimulation of the VMs by exogenous 5-HT. ser-4 and mod-1, inhibitory receptors, showed significant stimulation at 100 μM 5-HT [Ca++ events/min., after baseline correction, ser-4(ok512) 0.842 (±0.446 SEM), mod-1(ok103) 1.09 (±0.449 SEM)]. ser-5 and ser-7 mutant worms showed much less, but still statistically significant stimulation when compared with the quintuple 5-HTR mutants. Surprising considering ser-7 mutants have been reported to be completely resistant in response to exogenous 5-HT (Hobson et al., 2006). However, VM activity does not necessarily correlate to egg-release (Shyn, 2003). ser-1 mutants failed to show stimulation at any concentration of 5-HT. Demonstrating the removal of any of the 5-HT receptors diminishes the overall sensitivity of the vulval muscles’ response to serotonin.

Each 5-HT Receptor Confers a Unique VM Response to 5-HT

Quadruple 5-HT mutants were tested in a similar manner to assess each receptor’s effect on the vulval muscle response in isolation of other receptor inputs. Previous studies observed only minor defects in the native egg-laying rates of the quadruple mutants (Hapiak et al.). All of the quadruple mutants are resistant to 5-HT induced egg-laying, and mutants expressing only an inhibitory receptor, quad (ser-4) and quad (mod-1), do not lay eggs in response to 5-HT exposure. In our hands, none
of these quadruple mutants showed activity above the basal rate of the quintuple 5-HTR mutants. In fact, \textit{quad (ser-4)} and \textit{quad (mod-1)} showed significant inhibition from the serotonin when compared with the quintuple 5-HTR mutants, above 100 \(\mu\text{M}\) 5-HT, \textit{quad (ser-7)} also showed inhibition at or above 250 \(\mu\text{M}\) 5-HT. However, comparing the mutants to elevated basal activity of the quintuple 5-HTR mutants might not be an accurate metric, since adding back any of the serotonin receptors significantly reduces the basal activity observed in the quintuple 5-HTR mutants regardless of the receptor (Fig. 2.2.D).

\textit{5-HT Inhibits VM Activity through mod-1 and ser-4}

Serotonin can either stimulate or inhibit cellular activity depending on the types of receptors activated. Some of the serotonin receptors have been shown to inhibit egg-laying. We attempted to find if 5-HT can inhibit VM activity through specific 5-HT receptors. Previous studies had found that lower osmolarity buffers induce VM activity in an unknown manner (Zhang et al., 2008). Using a similar setup to the stimulation assay, we induced VM activity with lower osmolarity buffer (40\% \(v/v\) M9 buffer \([\sim 125\ \text{mOsm}]\)), instead of being inhibited by high osmolarity buffer (100\% M9 buffer \([310\ \text{mOsm}]\)). This induced significant VM activity in N2s and all 5-HT mutants tested, including \textit{tph-1} (a null mutation in tryptophan hydroxylase, required for 5-HT synthesis) (Sze et al., 2000). 5-HT was added to the buffer in order to inhibit the VM activity induced by the low osmolarity. As expected, the added serotonin further stimulated the N2s, as it was above the 50 \(\mu\text{M}\) threshold necessary to
stimulate the wild-type worms, and showed no significant effect on the quintuple 5-HTR mutants [Fig. 2.6.A]. The addition of the 5-HT did not stimulate activity in any of the quadruple 5-HT receptor mutants. However, both of the putative inhibitory receptors when expressed in isolation, \textit{quad (mod-1)} and \textit{quad (ser-4)}, showed significant levels of 5-HT induced inhibition of the activity stimulated by the lower osmolarity buffer [Ca\textsuperscript{++} events/min., \textit{quad (mod-1)} native = 4.91 (±0.988 SEM), 5-HT = 1.14 (±0.504 SEM), P-value = 0.0041, \textit{quad (ser-4)} native = 6.50 (±1.08 SEM), 5-HT = 0.438 (±0.316 SEM), P-value = 8.4e^-6]. These data indicate both mod-1 and ser-4 can inhibit the activity of the VMs in response to 5-HT.

\textit{SER-4 is Expressed in the VMs}

Our lab had previously shown that \textit{ser-4} is expressed in the vulval muscles (Shyn, 2003). Here we include first published pictures of the expression of an integrated Pser-4::GFP, ljIs3, showing expression specifically in the VM2s. Pser-4 drives expression in several of other neurons but no expression has been found in either the HSNs or the VCs in this or any study.

\textit{VM Expressed SER-4 Mediates 5-HT Inhibition of the VM}

We then attempted to delineate the cells in which these molecules are acting in order to inhibit the activity. However, we chose to focus our efforts on \textit{ser-4} rather than \textit{mod-1}, as \textit{mod-1} a) is not expressed in the egg-laying circuit and b) \textit{mod-1} encodes an anion channel, which would inhibit any cell in which it was expressed.
giving a high possibility of spurious phenotypes if ectopically expressed (Ranganathan et al., 2000).

As we had data showing *ser-4* is expressed in the VM2s a subset of muscles in the VMs (Shyn, 2003). VM2s are, notably, the only muscles of the VMs to receive significant innervations from the egg-laying motor neurons (White J.G., 1986). Our efforts to identify the cells responsible for the 5-HT induced inhibition mediated by *ser-4*, therefore, focused on the VMs as an integral part of the egg-laying system expressing SER-4. In order to study the VMs specifically, we used the NdE-box promoter, which drives expression in the vulval muscle, as well as the anal depressor muscle and the M4 pharegeal motor neuron—neither of which are involved with egg-laying (Harfe and Fire, 1998). We used a genetically daisy-chained, nine times repeat of this six base-pair promoter element which induced strong expression in VMs. By expressing SER-4 in quintuple 5-HTR mutants’ vulval muscles—both VM1s and VM2s—with an extrachromosomal array ljEx24 [NdE-box(9X)::ser-4], we rescued the inhibition found in *quad* (*ser-4*) animals (see Fig 2.4). Expression of SER-4 in the VMs induced inhibition in mutants that had previously been unresponsive to 5-HT. However, ectopic expression of a receptor followed by application of its agonist may, also, invite spurious results.

To strengthen our hypothesis that SER-4’s cellular site of inhibition is the VMs, we looked to eliminate its function specifically in the VMs. By using a cell-specific RNAi technique, we selectively knocked down the expression of SER-4 in the vulval muscles (Esposito et al., 2007). We used the NdE-box promoter again to drive
dsRNA expression of the first 28% of the ser-4 gene in the quad (ser-4) mutants. The inhibition previously shown in quad (ser-4) animals was abolished by the knock-down of SER-4 in the VMs. Animals with RNAi depleted SER-4 in the VMs showed no difference in their response to the low osmolarity buffer with 5-HT and the buffer without the drug, similar to the quintuple 5-HTR mutants. The cell-specific RNAi eliminated the inhibition seen in the quad (ser-4) animals, as would be predicted if the inhibition was mediated by SER-4 in the VMs. Interestingly, the low osmolarity induced activity in these quad (ser-4); ljEx276 [NdE-box::ser-4(RNAi)] animals were similar to that of the quad (ser-4) mutants, which is significantly higher than that of the quintuple mutants (see Fig. 2.6.B).

In order to determine if the loss of SER-4 mediated inhibition was mediated in the VMs and not due to ‘spreading’ of the dsRNA to effect other cells in the area we created quad (ser-4) animals expressing the same portion of the ser-4 gene as dsRNA under the cat-1 promoter, which expresses in the egg-laying motor neurons, the HSNs and the VCs (Duerr et al., 1999). The expression of this construct showed no significant deviation from the quad (ser-4) mutants in which it was expressed. This result confirms that the knock-down of SER-4 was specific to the VMs and not a result of the RNAi effect ‘spreading’ as these cells would have been the most likely targets and would have had a similar spreading pattern. With quad (ser-4) mutant, extrachromosomal array rescue and the cell-specific RNAi data all in agreement, this strongly point to the VMs as the cellular location for SER-4 mediated inhibition of VM activity.
Adaptation to Serotonin is Mediated by SER-4 in the VM

The *C. elegans*’ egg-laying system has also been used to model molecular adaptation to chronic 5-HT exposure (Schafer and Kenyon, 1995). After demonstrating the ser-4 mediated inhibition of activity in the VMs, we became interested in ser-4 as a possible molecular mechanism for the adaptation to serotonin. Wild-type worms exposed to a high-level of 5-HT (8.7 mM), after an initial period of hyperactive egg-laying (~0 - 4 hour), will adapt by inhibiting egg-laying [+4 hours] retaining eggs (Carnell et al., 2005; Schafer and Kenyon, 1995). The quintuple 5-HTR mutants did not show a significant response to the long term 5-HT exposure, which was expected due to lack of response in all other 5-HT based assays. Mutation in ser-4, however, completely abolished the adaptation to serotonin (Fig. 2.8.A).

Furthermore, ser-4 worms continue to lay eggs at a heightened rate in response to the 5-HT. This is not simply at the pre-exposed, naïve rate, as exhibited by the quintuple 5-HTR mutants, since the eggs in the uterus are even younger than the eggs found in ser-4 non drug-exposed control worms. These data suggest that ser-4 is responsible for adaptation to chronic 5-HT exposure.

As we had previously demonstrated that the VMs are capable of inhibiting activity in the egg-laying circuit, we decided to focus on this tissue as a likely candidate for mediating adaptation. SER-4 was expressed in the VMs via the NdE-box promoter and tested for 5-HT adaptation. This rescued serotonin adaptation in the quintuple 5-HTR mutants, which lack any response to 5-HT. Demonstrating that VM
expression of SER-4 is enough to mediate serotonin adaptation in absence of other 5-HT inputs.

To further explore this question, we used our previously described cell-specific RNAi constructs to find if knocking down expression of SER-4 in the VMs of wild-type N2 worms was sufficient to abolish adaptation as seen in the ser-4 mutants. If this were the case, ser-4 (RNAi) expressed in the VMs should abolish adaptation. We found that, as predicted, wild-type animals expressing the dsRNA ser-4 construct in the VMs did not adapt to chronic exposure to 5-HT. Moreover, like the ser-4 mutants, these animals continued to lay eggs at a hyperstimulated rate. Controls expressing this construct in the egg-laying motor neurons of N2 worms display adaptation to 5-HT verifying the authenticity of the VM localized RNAi knock-down of SER-4 result. This demonstrates that ser-4 expression in the VMs, but not in the motor neurons, is required for the adaptation of egg-laying with 5-HT.

However, ser-4 mutants expressing SER-4 in the VMs from the same transgene that yielded adaptation in the quintuple 5-HTR mutants display only a small increase in egg-retention. These worms retain significantly more eggs than the ser-4 worms, however, they do not adapt to 5-HT and continue to lay eggs at a hyperactive rate (Fig. 2.8A.). These results suggest that the expression of ser-4 is required but not sufficient for the adaptation to 5-HT and suggests that upstream neurons expressing ser-4 and other 5-HT receptors are also involved in adaptation of egg-laying to 5-HT.
Single 5-HT Receptors that in Isolation Adapt to 5-HT, Synergistically Combine to not Adapt to 5-HT

Of all of the other 5-HT mutants tested, only quad (ser-1) animals were similar to ser-4 mutants in their failure to adapt to 5-HT. Quadruple 5-HT mutants expressing only ser-4, ser-5, ser-7 or mod-1 all show high levels of adaptation to long-term exposure to 5-HT with egg-retention scores higher than that of N2. While this is unsurprising in quadruple mutants expressing only ser-4 and mod-1, we took this data to mean that the stimulatory 5-HT sensitive GPCRs, quad (ser-5) and quad (ser-7) molecularly adapt to the high levels of 5-HT. In the case of the quad (ser-1) mutants we hypothesized that SER-4 is eliciting inhibitory control over the non-adapting stimulatory SER-1, with the other 5-HT receptors possibly aiding this inhibition.

We became interested in the non-adapting response mediated by ser-1 and constructed a ser-4; ser-1 double mutant to further test our model. By our model, the ser-4; ser-1 double mutants should adapt to chronic 5-HT exposure through the three functional receptors which had showed adaptation, mod-1, ser-5 and/or ser-7. Strangely ser-4; ser-1 mutants do not adapt to long term 5-HT exposure. This is interesting as all three of the remaining functional receptors, ser-5, ser-7 and mod-1, individually show strong inhibition to egg-laying after long-term 5-HT exposure. This would imply that the interaction of these receptors combine to create the opposite phenotype of its constitutive members.
DISCUSSION

Knowledge of a molecule’s function and location are fundamental to understanding its role in the regulation of a circuit. To summarize our findings, we a) demonstrate the ACh stimulation of the VMs, b) demonstrate SER-4’s ability to inhibit activity in response to 5-HT, c) identify the VMs as a new site of action for SER-4, and d) show that ser-4 is required for egg-laying adaptation to chronic 5-HT exposure. ACh’s role in the egg-laying system has been unclear, this is the first time that ACh has been shown to directly stimulate the VMs. These new data also demonstrate the complexity of serotonergic regulation over the egg-laying system and open questions as to the nature and coordination of cellular signaling.

*ACh Excites VM Directly Through nAChRs*

We show that twenty millisecond bursts of ACh are sufficient to evoke a activity in the VM, and that these responses are mediated by nAChRs. This provides evidence that nAChRs on the VM cell-surface are capable, of stimulating muscle excitation leading to egg release. Nicotine and levamisole, cholinergic agonists, elicit strong stimulation of egg-laying (Trent et al., 1983; Weinshenker et al., 1995). Mutation of nAChR subunits, *lev-1, unc-29* or *unc-38*, all known to be expressed in the VMs, cause resistance to levamisole stimulation of egg-laying but cause no appreciable change in native egg-laying rates (Culetto et al., 2004; Fleming et al., 1997; Kim et al., 2001; Lewis et al., 1987a). The levamisole resistance for egg-laying
can be rescued by cell-specific expression of these receptor subunits in the vulval muscles, indicating that nicotinic receptors function directly in neuromuscular synapses (Waggoner et al., 2000a). However, mutants with low levels of acetylcholine (e.g. cha-1 hypomorphs with <1% normal levels of ACh), lay eggs hyperactively (Bany et al., 2003; Rand, 1989). Furthermore, stimulation of egg-laying by levamisole requires the HSNs (Waggoner et al., 1998). However, a calcium-imaging study demonstrated that levamisole stimulates VM activity even after the loss of both sets of motor neurons, HSNs and VCs (Shyn). In summary, ACh stimulates egg-laying through nAChRs on the VMs, but by itself, this activation is not sufficient for the release of an egg.

A recent study raised further questions about the physiological role of ACh in the egg-laying circuit. They show that raising levels of endogenous ACh in the worm, by mutating the acetylcholine esterase genes, causes retention of eggs (Bany et al., 2003). This effect requires the metabotropic ACh receptor, GAR-2, expressed in the egg-laying motor neurons. This suggests a two level cellular model for ACh control over egg-laying. The motor neurons release ACh onto the VMs to stimulate activity through the nAChRs, meanwhile the ACh released onto these motor neurons, inhibits further ACh release. This model would predict the loss of the ACh mediated inhibition of the motor neurons should allow for hyperactive stimulation in response to exogenous cholinergic agonists, but this is not the case, loss of the HSNs and VCs cause complete resistance to levamisole induced egg-laying (Waggoner et al., 1998). The addition of 5-HT to this assay, however, restores egg-laying. This suggesting the
VMs may act as a coincidence detector for both 5-HT and ACh release. But, this would imply that quintuple 5-HTR mutants should retain eggs, like worms missing the HSNs because this would deprive both animals of the 5-HT required to lay eggs effectively, this is not the case as quintuple 5-HTR mutants do not show an egg-laying defect (Hapiak et al.). Thus, additional factors may be involved in generating egg-laying events in response to cholinergic vulval muscle excitation.

**SER-4 Inhibition of VM Activity and Egg-laying**

Previous studies have demonstrated *ser-4*’s inhibition of egg-laying and suggested the inhibition of stimulatory neurons upstream of the egg-laying system (Dempsey et al., 2005; Hapiak et al.). Our data demonstrate that SER-4 expressed in the VM can inhibit VM activity, a required step in egg-laying (Schafer, 2006; Zhang et al., 2008). 5-HT mediated inhibition in the VMs creates a much more complex role for 5-HT in the egg-laying system and opens new questions as to the molecular mechanisms underlying serotonergic signaling.

Through its five receptors, 5-HT provides both stimulatory and inhibitor inputs to modulate egg-laying at a variety of cellular levels (Hapiak et al.; Trent et al., 1983). These complimentary and antagonistic signals provide a complex balance in the egg-laying behavior. *C. elegans*’ three stimulatory 5-HT receptors, *ser-5*, *ser-1* and *ser-7*, have been demonstrated to be expressed in the VMs (Hapiak et al., 2009; Hobson et al., 2006; Xiao et al.). Mutation in these genes causes little effect in naïve, well-fed animals but both *ser-1* and *ser-7* cause inhibition of egg-laying in response to 5-HT,
while *ser-5* has little effect on 5-HT stimulation of egg-laying. 5-HT induced stimulation of egg-laying can be rescued in these mutants by expressing the wild-type protein in the vulval muscles, identifying the VMs as their site of action. Stimulation of egg-laying by 5-HT can also be rescued by the further loss inhibitory receptor *ser-4* (Hobson et al., 2006). The loss of *ser-4* reduces the overall inhibition 5-HT exhibits on the system, while a *ser-1* mutation reduces the overall stimulation exhibited upon egg-laying, canceling each other’s effects and re-balancing the system.

Previous studies had suggested *ser-4* elicited these effects by its activity in upstream neurons whereas the stimulation from *ser-1* and *ser-7* was mediated in the VMs (Hapiak et al.; Hobson et al., 2006; Shyn et al., 2003). However, our results demonstrating *ser-4* expression in the VMs and this as a site of SER-4 mediated inhibition, suggest these antagonistic effects are now acting within a single cell. For a cell to have antagonistic pathways is common, however, to have antagonistic inputs derived from multiple receptors with a common ligand in a non-neuronal cell is a novel finding. It establishes the vulval muscle as a point of integration of 5-HT signaling, blurring the lines between muscle and neuronal function. *Drosophila* larval hearts have been reported to have a bi-phasic response to different concentrations of serotonin, however, this has not been established to be mediated by separate receptors nor is it conclusively antagonistic (Dasari and Cooper, 2006; Zornik et al., 1999). 5-HT mediated inhibition in the VMs—in addition to its already established stimulatory role—creates a much more complex role for 5-HT in the egg-laying system and opens
new questions as to how these signals are integrated by the muscle to produce a coherent output.

**Vulval Muscle Expressed SER-4 is Required for 5-HT Adaptation**

Adaptation is the process by which cells attenuate their response to chronic stimulation. Adaptation at the cellular level is an important mechanism for organisms to respond to their changing environment and is involved in the processing and storage of information (Schafer and Kenyon, 1995). Adaptation of the egg-laying system to 5-HT has been studied as a model for the molecular mechanisms of adaptation. In this work, we show a role novel for *ser-4* in adaptation to 5-HT. This process is, again, centered on the VMs, however, other cells are also implicated in adaptation.

Our findings demonstrate that *ser-4* is required for adaptation to 5-HT. We go on to show that expression of the SER-4 in the VMs is required for adaptation to 5-HT by knocking down expression in the VMs specifically with cell-specific RNAi and demonstrating the loss of adaptation. Furthermore, our results concerning *egl-1* and *ser-4;egl-1* mutants—*egl-1* mutants are genetic ablation of the HSNs motor neurons—demonstrate HSNs motor neurons are not required for *ser-4* mediated adaptation (Desai and Horvitz, 1989). This focuses the adaptation of the VM. Our demonstration of SER-4 mediated 5-HT inhibition provides a potential mechanism for the inhibition of egg-laying as seen in adaptation. This is a novel cellular role for *ser-4* as it had previously been shown to inhibit neurotransmitter release presynaptically (Nurrish et al.).
Previous studies have focused on the motor neurons and described molecules present in the HSNs and VCs required for adaptation (Bany et al., 2003; Schafer and Kenyon, 1995; Schafer et al., 1996). Previous studies that focused on molecules in the motor neurons identified molecules that also conferred hyperactive native egg-laying rates, such as those affecting ACh release and the voltage-gated calcium channel, UNC-2 (Bany et al., 2003; Schafer and Kenyon, 1995; Schafer et al., 1996). In this study, we find expression of SER-4 in the VMs is required but not sufficient to cause adaptation to 5-HT. We show that expression of the SER-4 in the VMs of ser-4 mutants is not enough to rescue adaptation. Previous studies in our lab have shown that the HSNs are silenced in response to 5-HT, which could be mediated by upstream SER-4 expressing neurons (Shyn et al., 2003). This upstream inhibition could be an additional ser-4 mediated mechanism of adaptation. These results demonstrating upstream signaling and egg-laying motor neuron involvement in adaptation suggest one of two possibilities a) that many factors are necessary for adaptation, loss of any one of these abolishes adaptation or b) hyperactive egg-laying is not attenuated by adaptation.

Another, extremely interesting result yielded by this study is that three 5-HT receptors individually adapt to serotonin, however, when in combination they no longer adapt. The quadruple 5-HTR mutants, quad (mod-1), quad (ser-5) and quad (ser-7), only express a single functional 5-HT receptor; these three quadruple mutants all show strong adaptation to 5-HT. However, ser-4; ser-1 double mutants, expressing these three putatively adapting receptors in combination, do not show adaptation. The
signaling from separate 5-HT receptors maybe modulating one and other through unknown mechanisms to produce this surprising synergistic effects. The significance of this finding is undetermined as, to our knowledge, this is the first time a phenomenon like this has been reported. This could prove to be an important insight into the modulation among receptors and signaling pathways in *C. elegans* and higher organisms. To this end, *C. elegans* would offer an excellent platform to study this novel mechanism in genetic detail.

**MATERIALS & METHODS**

**Worm Husbandry**

The N2 Bristol strain was used as wild-type in this study. *C. elegans* were raised at room temperature (21.5°C) otherwise as describe by Brenner, 1974, on standard nematode growth plates (NGM) agar plates fed with *E. coli* (OP50 strain). All strains, mutants and integrated arrays, were out-crossed a minimum of five times back to the N2 strain before testing.

Young adults were staged by placing several worms (3 – 12, depending on desired density and brood size of strain) on *E. coli* seeded NGM plates overnight then removed the following morning (~14 hours). The worms were grown for 2 days (48 hours) at a room temperature. Larval stage 4 worms (L4s) were selected the day prior to the assay and placed on a new seeded NGM plate and used in assays from 20 – 32 hours after selected as an L4.
Integrated by UV Irradiation

As previously described by Mello & Fire. (Mello and Fire)

Cell Specific RNAi Constructs

Cell specific RNAi experiments were carried out in accordance with protocols outlined in Esposito, et al. 2007. The PCR fragments that were used to initiate the RNAi knock-down were constructed as follows. The ser-4 (RNAi) consisted of 488 bp sub-cloned from the ljEx24 plasmid, using primers JC212 (forward) and JC214 (reverse, nested outer). The 9X NdE-box promoter was sub-cloned out the ljEx24 vector—described in Dr. Stanley Shyn’s 2003 thesis—using primers JC204 (forward, nested outer) and JC206 (sense) and JC207 (antisense). Pcat-1 promoter region was cloned out of a genomic DNA preparation with the primers JC208 (forward, nested outer) and JC210 (sense) or JC211 (antisense).

These fragments were fused by PCR in order to create the sense and antisense PCR fragments used to induce the RNAi. The ser-4 (RNAi) was fused to Pcat-1 using JC209 (forward, nested inner) and, either JC212 (antisense) or JC213 (sense, nested inner). This created ljEx277 [Pcat-1::ser-4 (RNAi)], which was used to create lines 3, AQ2510, AQ2511 and AQ2512. The NdE-box promoter was fused to ser-4 (RNAi) PCR fragment using JC205 (forward, nested inner). This created ljEx276 [NdE-box(X9)::ser-4 (RNAi)], which was used to create lines 3, AQ2507, AQ2508 and
AQ2509. Both constructs were injected at a 1:1 ratio of 100 mg/mL using Pmyo-2::mCherry at 5 mg/mL as a marker.

Primer Sequences – uppercase corresponds to promoter sequence lowercase to homologous ser-4 sequence

JC204 GTAAAACGACGCGCCAGT
JC205 AATTTTCAGAGCCTTTAATAATGGCTGA
JC206 GATTGAGAAGCTCTCGATCGATCacatacctttggtcttttgttgc
JC207 CATTGTATATGTGCAGAATAGGacatacctttggtcttttgttgc
JC208 GCTTCAAGGCTCTGAGGATACCTATG
JC209 GTACCTATGAATATGCGTAATAGTGC
JC210 GATTGAGAAGCTCTCGATCGATCgaatgttgattctgaaactgag
JC211 CATTGTATATGTGCAGAATAGGgaatgttgattctgaaactgag
JC212 gatcgacgagcagcttcaac
JC213 cctattctgcacataaaatg
JC214 gaaccaaatcagctacataacg

Adaptation assay

Adapted from Schafer and Kenyon, 1995 and Schafer et al. 1996. Drug plates were made fresh every morning. Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, creatine sulphate complex) (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to melted 1.5% agar (BioGene, UK) and mixed with equal volume of RT water which contained the 5-HT to a final concentration of
8.7 mM. Prior to mixing serotonin was pH balanced to ~7.2 pH with sodium hydroxide. *E. coli* was grown over-night, concentrated (~5X) by centrifugation and placed on the plates after two hours of hardening and drying. This food was allowed to fully dry before worms were plated. Fifteen to twenty young adult worms were transferred to the test plates.

Young adults in the adaptation assays with *egl-1* worms (N2, *ser-4, egl-1, ser-4; egl-1, goa-1, goa-1; egl-1*) were staged by picking L4s ~18 hours before transfer to assay plates. Young adults that did not contain more than ~20 eggs were chosen for adaptation assay. This was due to damage sustained by hyperstimulated egg-laying in worms containing significantly above normal eggs in the uterus, resulting in extruded uteruses and other physical defects that artificially impeded egg-laying not related to 5-HT adaptation.

5-HT Stimulation of Activity

Staged young adults were transferred by hair-pick, in order to minimize the amount of bacteria transferred, to a 2% agarose pad (Fisher Brand, Ultra-Pure Agarose) made with M9 buffer. The worms were immobilized upon the pad by gluing their dorsal side to the agarose pad with cyanoacrylate glue (Nexaband SC) leaving the nose and ventral side exposed. A barrier of silicon vacuum grease was built around the agarose pad capable of holding ~1 – 2 mL of solution. This buffer chamber was then filled with 1 mL M9 buffer to inhibit the activity of the vulval muscles via high osmolarity (310mOsm). The sample was then secured under the microscope (Zeiss
Axioscope, AchroPLAN 63X/0.95w objective) for FRET based calcium imaging of the vulval muscles in accordance with the protocol outlined in Kerr et al. (Kerr et al., 2000). A flow of M9 buffer (0.8 – 1.2mL/min.) was started through the grease chamber. The inlet from a polyethylene tube (PE50, Becton Dickton) was fed by gravity and placed 0.2 – 1.0cm above the surface, dripping into the chamber. The drain was a hypodermic needle (18 guage) was attached to a controlled peristaltic pump to regulate the depth of the buffer in accordance to the inflow. After a recording was made—see below for recording schedule—the initial M9 buffer was changed to the test buffer. The test buffer was either unaltered M9 buffer or M9 buffer containing various concentrations of 5-HT. The test buffer flowed from a separate polyethylene tube running in parallel to the first tube also positioned above the buffer chamber (~0.2 – 1.0cm) and allowed to drip into the chamber at a similar rate (0.8 – 1.2mL/min.). This was done so that the subject worm never experienced exogenous 5-HT before the switch occurred, and no contamination was possible. If contact was made between the test buffer outlet and the chamber buffer the preparation was discarded. Furthermore, the aqueous objective was covered with a piece of plastic wrap (Tesco, non-PVC plastic wrap)—a couple of drops of M9 buffer were placed on the objective side of the plastic and secured by a rubber band—in order to eliminate potential contamination of the sample. This plastic wrap and the previously mentioned hypodermic needle were replaced after each assay in which 5-HT was used, the slide with the grease chamber and sample were discarded after every assay.
Transition & Recordings on MetaVue

Three minutes after the flow was initiated, an 8 minute recording of the vulval muscle was made, called the ‘pre’ recording, to establish an intrinsic basal rate of activity before simulation. 1-2 minutes after the pre recording was made the 8 minute ‘switch’ recording was made, at the 2nd minute of the switch recording the initial buffer flow was switched off and the test buffer flow was started. Another 8-minute recording was made immediately after the switch recording called the post recording—~6 minutes after the start of the test buffer. The recordings were analyzed and the frequency of the calcium events were counted. In order to be classified as a separate event the calcium ratio levels must decline to 50% of the baseline of the initiation of the previous event. (i.e. If a calcium influx event starts at baseline (0%) and measures 100% ratio change, the next event will only be counted if the ratio drops back below 50% when it is initiated.) Therefore, if the vulval muscle is stimulated to a high concentration of calcium for an extended for a long period it may not have as high a frequency as a set of smaller events that quickly return to baseline.

Again in accordance with Kerr et al., we analyzed the stack files with jmalyze, and the peaks were identified by an automated computer script run in MatLab as previously described (Kerr et al., 2000; Shyn et al., 2003).

5-HT Inhibition Assay

The set up for the 5-HT inhibition assay was similar to the 5-HT stimulation assay with the exceptions being the pad is a 3% agarose pad made of 50%(v/v) M9
buffer/sterile ddH₂O. Furthermore, the initial buffer that the preparation is bathed in is M9 buffer, same as the stimulation assay, but once the preparation is in position for imaging the buffer solution is changed to a 40%(v/v) M9 buffer/sterile ddH₂O test buffer in order to induced vulval muscle activity by low osmolarity (~128mOsm). After a baseline of activity was established for each genotype assayed another set of tests was run with 100 μM 5-HT. The test buffer was allow to run for 4 minutes then a 4 minute recording (60 frame per second) was taken and analyzed for frequency as previously described.

*Calcium Imaging Recording from the Dissected Vulva*

This protocol is a modification of the technique described in Kerr et al. 2000. Under a buffer of modified Ascaris Ringer with osmolarity raised to 380 mOsm by sucrose glue, using a cyanoacrylate glue (Nexband), young adult worms to a Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgar 184, Dow Corning) coated cover slip along the ventral side. Two incisions are made posterior and anterior to the vulva, about half the distance from the vulva to the head or tail. At this point, the head should be removed to sever any connections to the nerve ring in the head. The gut and the gonad should be removed. Using the glue, attach a patch anterior and posterior to the vulva to the PDMS coated surface—the glue should be as close as possible without getting glue on the vulva. This will serve to hold the vulva in place for optical recording now that the hydrostatic skeleton of the worm has been compromised.
Once the above dissection is complete, a custom, PDMS microfluidics chamber, provided by Trushal Chokshi of Dr. Nikos Chronis’ lab, is placed over the worm while still in buffer. The chamber is brushed with silicon grease to create a seal for the chamber. While still under buffer the chamber is clamped to the PDMS coated cover slip to create a tight buffer-tight seal (PH-1 platform—heating elements removed, Warner Instruments). The secured dissection chamber is transported to an inverted scope (Axiovert, Zeiss) while still under buffer. (Note: unpowdered gloves should be used for all work in buffer to limit the amount of detritus from skin.) Once the tubes to the buffer, drug and vacuums are secured to the microfluidics device, the full device and platform is removed from the buffer in which the worm is dissected and the device is assembled. The chamber is focused, tuned and calibrated for drug delivery by incandescent, bright field light with bromophenol blue dye as a proxy for drug. Flow through the chamber was set between 0.15 and 0.20 mL / second via a peristaltic pump, to minimize mechanically stimulated activity and maximize the speed of clearance of the drug. The acetylcholine was introduced for intervals of 100 \( \mu \text{sec} \) and 250 \( \mu \text{sec} \) during the two minute course of the recording.

Recordings were possible up to 30 minutes after the dissection of the worm—up to two hours under slower flow conditions. However, there was a noticeable decline fifteen minutes post dissection, therefore all recording were made twelve minutes after the dissection.

Modified Ascaris Ringer – * denotes modification original recipe
110 mM Sodium Acetate
23 mM Sodium Chloride
5.5 mM * glucose
5 mM Magnesium Chloride
3 mM * Calcium Chloride
2.5 mM * Potassium Chloride
2.5 mM * Hepes buffer

Analysis of this protocol is described in Kerr, et al. 2000. Only the 100 μsec stimulation was analyzed, as it was first and consistently larger.
**Figure 2.1 Egg-laying System Diagram**

A) Dorsoventral view of the core egg-laying system (from dorsal to ventral). The principle egg-laying neurons, the hermaphrodite specific neurons (HSNs), are bilateral and posterior to the vulval opening (orange). Only the two most proximal ventral cord type-C neurons, VC4 & 5 (VCs), are depicted (purple). The eight vulval muscles (VMs) are displayed in two groups vulval muscle 2s (VM2s) (more dorsal, green) and vulval muscle 1s (VM1s) (more ventral, yellow). B) The HSNs (orange ellipse) synapse directly onto the VM2s (green box) and onto the other major motorneurons of the system, the VCs (purple triangle). The HSNs also connect to head neurons. The VCs synapse directly onto the VM2s and back onto the HSNs. The VCs also share connections to the other ventral cord type-C neurons (VC1-3&6), which we do not discuss. The VM2s, innervated by both the HSNs and VCs, are electrically couple to the VM1s (yellow rectangle), which have no chemical connections to other egg-laying cells.
Figure 2.2 VM Stimulation by ACh. Relative strength of calcium influx stimulated by ACh as measured by FRET YFP/CFP ratio change. A) Dissected worms were exposed to 1 mM ACh for 20 mSec which evoke large calcium events in N2 and quintuple 5-HTR mutant worms [N2 65.7% (±8.54% SEM), quintuple 5-HTR 62.17% (±7.96% SEM)]. Loss of the levamisole-sensitive nAChR complex, in unc-29(x29) mutants, abolishes the response to 1 mM ACh [unc-29 2.57% (±1.986% SEM)]. These mutants displayed significantly less activity than N2, P=0.00014, and quintuple 5-HTR mutants, P=0.00029. Significance as demonstrated by the student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired: * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, [n > 10]. B) Representative traces of the ACh induced stimulation.
Figure 2.3 Serotonin Strongly Stimulates VM Activity

VM activity was suppressed by M9 buffer and stimulated by increasing concentrations of 5-HT the calcium events (±SEM). A) 5-HT dosage curves in wild-type (N2) and Quintuple 5-HTR mutants. Solid lines represent the measured activity of the VMs during the experiments; dashed lines represent the baseline corrected for intrinsic activity. [n > 8] B) Basal Activity rates of N2 and 5-HT mutants. The frequency of calcium events in the initial (8 min.) recordings. N2s displayed very low basal activity in high osmolarity M9 buffer whereas quintuple 5-HTR mutants significantly elevated basal activity rates. No receptor or combination of 5-HT receptor mutants were as intrinsically active as the quintuple 5-HTR mutants. Significant student t-test, one-tailed, * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, [n > 24]. Average served as baseline correction for stimulation assays.
Figure 2.4 5-HT Activity Induced in Single 5-HT Receptor Mutants (baseline corrected) Significant student t-test, one-tailed, * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, [n>6].
Figure 2.5 Dosage Curve for Quadruple 5-HT Receptor Mutants (baseline corrected) Significance as demonstrated by the student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired: * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, [n > 6].
Figure 2.6 SER-4 and MOD-1 Inhibit VM Activity in Response to Serotonin. Worms were exposed to medium osmolarity buffer (40% v/v M9 buffer, ~125mOsm) which induces activity in the VMs. Medium osmolarity buffer containing 100μM serotonin was used to inhibit the osmolarity induced VM activity as described in methods. A) _Quad (ser-4)_ and _quad (mod-1)_ both showed significant reduction in the activity upon introduction of the serotonin. \( quad (mod-1) P=0.0041, quad (ser-4) P=8.4e^{-6} \) \( n > 12 \) B) The expression of SER-4 in the vulval muscles of quintuple 5-HTR mutants rescues the inhibitory response to 5-HT observed in _quad (ser-4)_ \( P=6.88e^{-7} \). The expression of a cell-specific ser-4 (RNAi) construct in VMs of _quad (ser-4)_ worms eliminates 5-HT induced inhibition (ljEx276 [NdE-box::ser-4]). However, this ser-4 (RNAi) expressed in the egg-laying motorneurons (HSNs and VC1-6s), showed no effect on _quad (ser-4)_ mutants 5-HT mediated inhibition of VM activity (ljEx277 [Pcat-1::ser-4 (RNAi)]) \( P=5.81e^{-6} \).

Significance by student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired: * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001. \( n > 12 \)
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Figure 2.7 Expression of the Integrated Pser-4::GFP, ljIs3. Using Pmyo-3::mCherry as a marker in VMs. Expression of GFP driven by ser-4 promoter (4.1 kb upstream non-coding sequence) in the egg-laying system is restricted to the VM2s (Green), which are innervated by the serotonergic HSN motorneurons (Shyn, 2003). The Pyo-3::mCherry is used as a marker for the VMs, and the VM1s can be seen here in red.

Photos courtesy of Vera Hapiak.
Figure 2.8 SER-4 Expressed in the VMs is Required for Adaptation to Serotonin.
Worms were exposed to serotonin overnight as described in Schafer & Kenyon 1995. N2 animals adapt to long term 5-HT exposure by retaining eggs, scored here according to the most developed egg in the uterus—the higher the score the more developed the embryo/worm. A) N2 worms show adaptation to the 5-HT retaining significantly older embryos in response to 24 hour 5-HT exposure [egg-retention score, no drug 2.50 (±0.104 SEM), 5-HT 6.54 (±0.278 SEM), P = 3.9e^-26]. The quintuple mutants are not affected by the exogenous 5-HT [egg-retention score, no drug 2.80 (±0.175 SEM), 5-HT 3.13 (±0.228 SEM)]. Ser-4 mutant worms are defective in 5-HT adaptation [egg-retention score, no drug 2.53 (±0.141 SEM), 5-HT 1.23 (±0.113 SEM), P = 2.42e^-9] and continue to lay eggs at a heightened rate. Furthermore, quad (ser-1) mutants did not adapt to the overnight exposure to 8.7mM 5-HT [egg-retention score, no drug 2.93 (±0.126 SEM), 5-HT 1.47 (±0.184 SEM), P = 2.15e^-8] still laying eggs at an elevated rate as compared to no drug. B) Picture of latest stage egg in N2 and ser-4 (ok512) after no drugs or 24 hour exposure to 5-HT. ‘V’ indicates vulval opening, ‘*#’ denotes the latest stage egg in the uterus, with the number indicating the egg-retention score of that egg. (see below.) C) Loss of HSNs, egl-1 (n986), does not affect adaptation [N2 (L4) 5-HT 5.86 ±0.125 SEM, egl-1 (L4) 5-HT 4.79 ±0.215 SEM] (Compared to N2 response for 5-HT adaptation, egl-1 known to release eggs when exposed to 5-HT, this demonstrates a similar retention of eggs in response to chronic 5-HT exposure(Trent et al., 1983.).) ser-4; egl-1 double-mutants, do not adapt to long-term 5-HT exposure [egg-retention score, no drug 6.10 (±0.108 SEM), 5-HT 1.77 (±0.124 SEM), P = 4.49e^-5]. (Note: all strains in figure used young L4 staging as described in Methods.) D) Expression of SER-4 in VMs of quintuple 5-HTR mutants rescues adaptation, however, ser-4 (ok512) still show hyperactive egg-laying after long-term 5-HT exposure. Cell-specific RNAi of SER-4 in the VMs in N2 animals (N2 ljEx276 [nde-box::ser-4 (RNAi)]) abolished the adaptation to 5-HT [egg-retention score, no drug 2.86 (±0.119 SEM), 5-HT 1.86 (±0.121 SEM), P = 5.55e^-5], whereas the same dsRNA construct expressed in the egg-laying motorneurons, HSNs and VC(1-6), had no effect on N2 5-HT adaptation [egg-retention score, no drug 2.88 (±0.083 SEM), 5-HT 6.37 (±0.120 SEM), P = 0.0000512].

Scoring assignment—higher the score the older the embryo in utero (modified from Ringstad & Horvitz, 2008): 1 = 1-8 cell embryo, 2 = 8 - 20 cells, 3 = 21+ cells, 4 = comma, 5 = two-fold, 6 = three-fold, 7 = one worm hatched inside the adult, 8 = 2 - 5 worms hatched, 9 = 5+ worms hatched but adult still alive, 10 = most eggs hatched and consumed by young.

Note: scoring system starts at one, therefore 1 is the baseline for all egg-retention assay graphs.
Significance by student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired: * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001. [n > 36, over three days for all assays.]
CHAPTER III

High-throughput RNAi Screen for Molecules Involved in Cholinergic Transmission
ABSTRACT

Due to its deleterious effects and widespread use, nicotine is one of the most harmful drugs to global health. However, despite the overall cost to world health, the understanding of molecular mechanisms that mediate nicotine addiction is poor at best. The nicotinic acetylcholine receptors are responsible for the psychoactive properties of nicotine as well as the transduction of cholinergic signaling. We initiated a screen to find novel effectors of the cholinergic signaling system to further our understanding of the molecular elements involved in neurotransmission.

The sinusoidal locomotion of C. elegans is based on the coordinated contraction of body wall muscles mediated by cholinergic signaling. Extremely sensitive to perturbations, previous studies of this system have yielded many important molecules in neurotransmission. In this study, we over-stimulate these muscles with a cholinergic agonist, nicotine, causing paralysis. Loss of molecules involved with cholinergic neurotransmission ameliorates the nicotine-induced paralysis. Utilizing an RNAi library to systematically knock down each predicted gene products on chromosome one, we attempt to find new molecules that play a role in cholinergic signaling. Here we identify forty-nine genes which confer nicotine resistance and are specific to cholinergic signalling. It is our hope that these newly identified molecules will provide new pieces to the puzzle of the molecular underpinnings in nicotine addiction.
INTRODUCTION

Tobacco products are the number one cause of preventable death in the US accounting for almost half a million deaths and untold billions in health care costs every year (Danaei et al., 2009). Tobacco use is highly addictive as well as damaging to one’s health. The addictive agent, and one of the many pathological chemicals found in tobacco, is nicotine. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying this addiction are still poorly understood. Nicotine elicits its primary psychotropic effect by binding the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR). The nAChR is a pentameric, ligand-gated ion channel which when bound to its endogenous ligand, acetylcholine, or an agonist, such as nicotine, allows an influx of cations, Na⁺, Ca²⁺ and K⁺, which propagate fast neurotransmission or modulate the function of the cell (Leonard and Bertrand). Past studies have focused primarily on the pharmacology and the cellular expression of nAChRs, which has done little to elucidate the intracellular, molecular mechanisms that mediate addiction (Laviolette and van der Kooy, 2004; Wonnacott et al., 2005). Unfortunately, too few molecules that regulate or modulate nAChR have been identified to substantially map out the intracellular addiction pathway at the molecular level. Our hope was to identify more molecules involved in the expression, regulation and maintenance of functional nAChRs at the cell surface in order to further understand the cellular and molecular processes which underpin addiction.

nAChRs have also been implicated in many other neuronal processes and diseases which have yet to be fully explored. Several diseases, including Parkinson’s
syndrome, Alzheimer’s disease and schizophrenia include cholinergic signaling as a major component in the current disease models (Kluger, 1996). For example, cell death in Alzheimer’s death is caused by β-amyloid induced over excitation of a neuron (Newhouse et al., 2001). However, Alzheimer’s patients show a marked cognitive improvement when treated with nAChR agonists such as nicotine. Cholinergic agonists, also, confer neuroprotection from β-amyloid induced excitotoxicity through an unknown mechanism (Kihara et al., 2001). This effect can be suppressed by α-bungarotoxin, a non-competitive nAChR antagonist that prevents activation of the nAChR, suggesting that the neuroprotection is elicited through direct activation of the nAChR (de Fiebre et al., 1995). Another pharmacological study demonstrated the nAChR’s involvement in pain sensation (Rashid and Ueda, 2002). Nicotine and epibatadine, another potent nAChR agonist, were identified as effective analgesics, though their mode of action seems to be modulating the (GABA) receptors rather than having a direct effect on nocioception. These recent studies have uncovered new roles for nAChRs and opened the door for new therapies targeting the cholinergic signaling system. Discovery and characterization of novel nAChR accessory proteins will provide a more complete understanding of the regulation and functioning of the cholinergic signaling system as it relates to neural pathologies and aid in the development of new treatments.

To this end, *Caenorhabditis elegans* offers an ideal vehicle for the discovery and study of novel molecules in the nervous system. Though simple in design, the signaling and biochemistry of the *C. elegans* nervous system is quite complex and
strikingly similar to higher organisms, even mammals. *C. elegans* utilize almost all of the same neurotransmitters—with the exception of noradrenaline—and many modulators/neurohormones (serotonin, dopamine, tyramine, etc.) in common with vertebrates (Horvitz et al., 1982; Komuniecki et al., 2004). Novel molecules involved in neurotransmission found in *C. elegans* often have functionally conserved homologues in mammals, demonstrating the relevance of identifying new neuronal genes in worms. For example, the mammalian homologue of UNC-50, a nAChR trafficking protein identified in *C. elegans*, plays a similar role in mice (Fitzgerald et al., 2000). Furthermore, *ric-3* was identified in a screen for *C. elegans* mutants resistant to acetylcholine esterase inhibitors, and has been demonstrated to play a significant role in the maturation of nAChR in both nematodes and mammals (Halevi et al., 2003). Both of these examples utilized *C. elegans* locomotion as the behavioral metric for reverse genetic screening for neurotransmission abnormalities.

Perturbations of such simple, well-characterized systems, such as locomotion, can be identified and traced back to their molecular components, a task made easier in *C. elegans* with its wealth of genetic tools and short generation time.

The addition of RNAi to this already impressive arsenal of genetic techniques has made *C. elegans* even more attractive for novel molecule discovery. RNAi is a double stranded RNA (dsRNA) mediated knockdown of a specific gene’s expression. In *C. elegans* this knockdown is systemic, meaning that once the dsRNA is introduced to a few cells the effects will be spread throughout the organism (Boutros and Ahringer, 2008). Feeding *C. elegans* bacteria containing DNA plasmids expressing
dsRNA targeted to a specific gene product can induce this systemic RNAi knockdown (Timmons and Fire, 1998). The RNAi feeding library, created by Dr. Julie Ahringer’s lab, is a collection of bacteria expressing dsRNA-targeting constructs targeted at the open reading frames (ORFs), putative genes, of the entire C. elegans genome (~86% complete) (Kamath and Ahringer, 2003). [The laboratory of Dr. Marc Vidal has more recently produced a compliment to this library which raises the number of predicted ORFs covered to 98% of the complete genome (Rual et al., 2004).] Specific targeting of the dsRNA constructs offers an important advantage to screens over random mutagenesis: the identity of a positive hit is already known. This saves considerable time over cloning a gene of interest that is identified in a random mutagenesis screen. RNAi offers the combined advantages of a forward genetic screen—ability to select known targets of specific interest—with those of a high throughput reverse genetic screen—absence of bias. This allows researchers to specify and select gene targets or candidate sets of genes, but it is not necessary to do so.

Here we use RNAi mediated knockdown to identify genes involved in the regulation of functional nAChRs. Locomotion is generated by the coordinated contraction of the body wall muscles (BWMs) which is mediated by motor neurons releasing acetylcholine (ACh) on two nAChRs expressed by the BWMs (Chalfie, 1988; Richmond and Jorgensen, 1999). The application of exogenous nicotine causes hyperstimulation of these nAChRs, which causes simultaneous contraction of the BWMs, resulting in a state of rigid paralysis. RNAi knock down of molecules necessary for the functional expression of nAChRs at the cell surface confers
resistance to nicotine induced paralysis, by having less functional nAChRs at the cell surface to be hyperstimulated. Many factors could contribute to impaired nAChR function, such as maturation or modification defects, regulation of receptor expression, general synaptic developmental defects, hyperactive endocytosis, or lack of the receptor sub-units themselves.

Nicotine paralysis was chosen as model for nicotine resistance due to the robust nature of the response, and mutants previously characterized as resistant to cholinergic agonists have been identified as important in cholinergic signaling and highly conserved throughout evolutionarily diverse species, including humans (Eimer et al., 2007; Halevi et al., 2003). The potential for these molecules affecting nAChRs to be relevant to previously mentioned human pathologies was the driving force behind this research. Similar screens have previously been done by random mutagenesis to identify suppressors of levamisole—a nematode specific cholinergic agonist used as an anthelminthic drug—mediated paralysis (Lewis et al., 1980). Several genes including nAChR subunits and important factors, such as the previously mentioned unc-50, were identified in these screens (Brenner, 1974). However, the high concentrations of levamisole [1mM] used in these screens meant only worms strongly resistant to levamisole were identified (Lewis et al., 1980). We have attempted to make our screen significantly more sensitive by titrating the amount of drug we use to catch even the smallest perturbation in the regulation of the nAChR. Another important difference is our use of nicotine rather than levamisole. While both cause rigid paralysis, only nicotine affects both of the post-synaptic nAChRs
expressed by the BWMs, and only one is sensitive to levamisole (Richmond and Jorgensen, 1999; Touroutine et al., 2005). This may confer a higher degree of sensitivity to the screen, as a molecule universally affecting nAChRs would act on both and might display a higher level of resistance. A screen very similar to ours was published by Dr. Seiburth and colleagues in Nature, again utilizing RNAi as well as the cholinergic agents, levamisole and aldicarb, which inhibits acetylcholine metabolism in the synapse, to test for drug induced paralysis (Sieburth et al., 2005). The remarkable similarity of our protocols served to validate our methods. However, it also ended the novelty of our approach.

RESULTS

RNAi Depletion Confers Resistance to Nicotine-Induced Paralysis

We sought to determine if an RNAi knock-down could confer resistance to nicotine induced paralysis. RNAi is not a complete knock out of the gene target; it is, generally, a 80 – 95% reduction in protein (Boutros and Ahringer, 2008). Unfortunately, this incomplete depletion of a gene product may mask phenotypes seen in the mutants because enough protein is being made to function. This is especially true of proteins with long post-translational life spans, such as the highly regulated and maintained nAChRs (Leonard and Bertrand, 2001). Furthermore, neuronal proteins are also highly resistant to the effects of RNAi for unknown reasons, though our screen is focused on the post-synaptic effects of the nAChR agonist mediated hypercontraction
of the BWM (Simmer et al., 2003; Tavernarakis et al., 2000). Previous studies have shown that worms defective in molecules involved in cholinergic signaling are often strongly resistant to cholinergic agonist induced paralysis, however, this is no guarantee that RNAi depletions will confer similar effects (Lewis et al., 1987b; Lewis et al., 1980). The genes \textit{unc-63} (nAChR ß-subunit), \textit{lev-10} (nAChR clustering and maintenance factor) and \textit{unc-50} (nAChR trafficking protein) are important for cholinergic signaling and a mutation in these confers strong resistance to cholinergic agonists (Culetto et al., 2004; Eimer et al., 2007; Gally et al., 2004). We show that RNAi depletion of these genes by feeding dsRNA expressing bacteria will confer significant nicotine resistance (Fig. 3.1). Satisfied with this demonstration of resistance to cholinergic agonists by RNAi knock-down, we sought to further enhance the sensitivity of our screen and increase the speed at which the genome could be probed.

\textit{Maximizing the Effect of RNAi}

We took several steps in order to maximize the effect of RNAi in our screen. First, we used mutant worms that are hypersensitive to RNAi, \textit{rrf-3(pk1426)} (Simmer et al., 2002). These worms contain a mutation in an RNA-directed RNA polymerase gene, causing hypersensitivity to RNAi. [Note: all worms used in RNAi experiments in this paper are \textit{rrf-3(pk1426)}, including controls which were fed \textit{E. coli} with an empty dsRNA expressing vector.] RNAi enhancer strains, such as this one, increases the effectiveness of RNAi in its ability to knock-down gene products and generate
mutant-like behaviors and have become standard protocol for all RNAi screens since (Boutros and Ahringer, 2008).

Second, RNAi depletion requires the introduction of dsRNA into the worms. There are several protocols designed to accomplish this. We examined each to find the protocol that conferred the greatest resistance to nicotine while still remaining within our logistical capabilities. As such, injecting the dsRNA into each worm was not considered, as this would be far too time consuming for a population-based, genome-wide screening effort that would encompass ~20,000 genes. Two alternatives remained, feeding the worms dsRNA expressing bacteria or soaking the worms in dsRNA containing solution (Kamath et al., 2001; Tabara et al., 1998). Both methods were tested for efficacy in conferring resistance to nicotine with known cholinergic signaling genes (Fig. 3.2). Both protocols showed resistance to nicotine, but neither showed a significant advantage over the other in all but one construct, \textit{unc-29} (a nAChR non-alpha subunit). \textit{unc-29} was strongly resistant in the feeding protocol but conferred no resistance in the soaking protocol. This was most likely due to an error in the sequence of the dsRNA, which either poorly targets or miss targets the dsRNA. This type of miss targeting may occur in either the soaking protocol or bacterial feeding library—as all of the constructs have not been tested individually—and ~7% are targeted to areas of no known genes (Ahringer, 2010). The RNAi soaking protocol has an additional concern in the custom fabrication of the dsRNA itself. Each construct is made in the lab and is therefore subject to human error. Quality testing each dsRNA sequence in parallel with a genome wide-screen would significantly raise
the logistical expense of the screen. Considering both were equally effective and the considerable time and cost advantages of feeding the worms bacteria over the creation of a specific dsRNA construct for each gene, it was decided to use the RNAi feeding library to induce the RNAi knock down.

Furthermore, induction of RNAi via the bacterial feeding library also has multiple potential protocols. The most common and well documented at the time was a protocol developed by Dr. Julie Ahringer’s lab in which the worms are exposed over two generations to RNAi in order to maximize the effect (Kamath and Ahringer, 2003). Initiation of the RNAi effect in the maternal worms past down to the progeny strengthens many RNAi induced phenotypes, however, it also may induce sterility and embryonic lethality (Boutros and Ahringer, 2008). This would reduce the number of genes that we could screen, disproportionately eliminating candidates whose mutations cause lethality or locomotion abnormalities so severe as to be missed during previous mutagenesis based screens. This group of lethal and sterile genes is of great interest as it would be eliminated from mutagenesis screens and could yield novel molecules for study. Furthermore, considering that the loss of ACh signaling is fatal, any gene that is universally required for cholinergic signaling is likely to be lethal as well. (It should be noted that the two-generation RNAi protocol was used for initial feasibility studies and nicotine titration studies.)

Initiating the RNAi depletion post-embryonically, introducing the dsRNA after the worms are hatched, had not been established at this point, but offered the possibility to look at the more lethal and sterile genes. We had two different protocols
for this method, a plate based and a liquid-media based protocol. The time, effort and space saving prospects of the liquid-media based protocol were intriguing. However, this protocol was abandoned after the worms grown in this manner failed to move even without the application of nicotine when transferred to the assay plate. The post-embryonic RNAi plate feeding protocol was tested against that of the two-generation Ahringer method and similar resistance to nicotine was found in both methods (Fig. 3.3). The post-embryonic protocol was also much less time and resource consuming than the two-generation protocol (20,000 plates rather than 40,000 plates, and 20,000 less transfers of worms), this coupled with possibility of screening more novel genes led us to use the post-embryonic protocol. (A brief description and depiction of the RNAi induction and primary screening protocol can by found in Figure 3.5.)

*Titration of Nicotine to Maximize Valid Hits*

In order to maximize the sensitivity of our screen, we titrated the minimum dosage of nicotine needed to elicit the maximal difference in RNAi in treated versus untreated worms. In initial feasibility studies and protocol testing we used 0.5% nicotine (13.3 mM), which was adequate for demonstrating nicotine resistance. However, we could titrate the concentration of nicotine to give us a better chance at discovering novel molecules affecting cholinergic transmission. The ideal concentration would paralyze most, but not all, wild-type worms (~10-20% unanalyzed), while leaving as many of the RNAi treated worms moving as possible. Our screen attempts to identify genes missed by previous mutagenesis screens done
with high concentrations of levamisole, many of these molecules may have been missed because the resistance conferred was too little to be detected. If a certain percentage of wild-type worms are not completely paralyzed, even a low level of resistance should increase this percentage, hopefully to a statistically perceptible level.

In addition, we were interested in a single examination assay time-point that would display maximum nicotine induced paralysis. From previous studies, it was known that maximal paralysis generally occurred 45 to 60 minutes after nicotine exposure, depending on the concentration of drug used, after which the worms start to adapt to the cholinergic agonist (Dr. Alexander Gottschalk, personal communication). While adaptation has significant implications to nicotine addiction, we were interested in resistance in the acute phase of nicotine exposure. These previous studies had been conducted on mutants on agar plates rather than RNAi depleted animals in liquid, so we decided to collect data over 90 minutes to be certain to identify the best time to assay our worms. These tests were run concurrently with our nicotine titration assay.

Using the post-embryonic protocol described above, we tested various concentrations of nicotine on the worms depleted in *unc-63* and *lev-10*. Initially we tested a range of concentrations from 0.1 – 1.0% nicotine but found this range to be far too wide as no worms were paralyzed at the 0.1% concentration and all were paralyzed at the 1.0%. During this test 0.5% nicotine was used as well and showed adequate results. We decided to start with 0.5% nicotine and extend the search from there, we tested 0.3%, 0.4%, 0.5% and 0.6% (Fig. 3.4). After three days of testing, 0.5% nicotine (13.3 mM) proved to be the best choice for our screen, paralyzing all
but 10.6% (±3.4 SEM) of wild-type worms—within our target range—and displaying large differences between the nicotine resistant controls [unparalyzed at 60 min., unc-63(RNAi) 67.7% ±7.8 SEM, lev-10(RNAi) 58.7% ±9.4 SEM]. During these test, we also found that the best time point to assay nicotine resistance to give maximum separation between empty vector controls and nicotine resistant worms was one hour (Fig. 3.4).

_Pilot Screen of Chromosome One_

Once the screen was optimized to the highest sensitivity levels and streamlined to maximum high-throughput efficiency, we chose to start our search of the worm genome with chromosome one. We chose chromosome one because it had a high number of genes previously identified as important in cholinergic signaling, such as _unc-38_ (nAChR α-subunit), _unc-63_ and _lev-10_. Cholinergic signaling genes have a tendency to cluster in regions, as do many genes involved in a single, highly conserved pathway. By coincidence, chromosome one also contained the two genes used as the archetype nicotine resistance response for the initial testing, _unc-63_ and _lev-10_, which would serve as verification built into the screen. Chromosome one contains 2,856 predicted open reading frames (ORFs) (confirmed and predicted genes). Of these, 2,416 are represented in the RNAi feeding library that we used (84.6% coverage) (Fraser et al., 2000; Kamath and Ahringer, 2003). We tested 1,837 different RNAi constructs (76.0% of available constructs) (Those not tested were lost
either to contamination of our RNAi bacterial library, or to inviability of some of our bacteria.)

The primary screen was a single pass through the entire chromosome one. In this first round of screening, we used a threshold [32% moving—18 genes not meeting this criterion were chosen from days with low positive controls scores] to classify hits resulting in a large pool of initial candidates (156 or 8.5% of genes tested). This threshold led to a high level of false positives in the empty vector negative control (7.3%). We decided on a low resistance score threshold, accepting a high number of false positives, because the speed and ease of this protocol allowed false positives to quickly be re-tested and eliminated in repeated rounds of screening.

The first round of screening identified genes known to confer resistance to nicotine, *lev-10* [35% (35 moving of 77)] and *unc-63* [51% (23 moving of 45)]. However, another construct putatively targeted to *unc-63* would not have been deemed a hit [29.4%; (10 of 34 moving)], the positive controls for this day were below average, but not significantly. The *unc-63* targeted dsRNA construct identified was the same construct used for initial optimization tests. The first pass screen also failed to identify *unc-29*, a nAChR subunit required for the same levamisole-sensitive receptor complex as *unc-63*, mutations of which are highly resistant to cholinergic agonists (Lewis et al., 1980). Upon further inspection *unc-29* had, unfortunately, not been tested due to contamination or inviability of the bacterial strain when sampled from the glycerol stock for the screen. This should highlight that our screen was essentially blind. The screen was completed using the positional coding that distinguishes each
Re-screening Putative Hits

Considering the high false-positive rate that we had accepted from the initial round of screening, and that it was unlikely that 8.5% of the genes on chromosome one would confer nicotine resistance, we thought it prudent to re-examine these preliminary hits with a second round of testing. This round of screening was identical to the protocol of the primary screen, however, at least three rounds of testing were done with each of the candidate constructs on separate days. With this additional screening, we were able to lower the threshold to characterize the gene as a potential nicotine resistance factor from 29% worms unparalyzed, down from 32% in the primary screen, while decreasing the overall false positive rate. This decrease of threshold increased the false positive rate for the empty vectors [from 7.3% primary screen to 8.2% in the secondary]. However, as the empty vector was examined in triplicate each day, the chance that the vector would be mistaken as an overall hit was ~0.67% and did not occur at any time during these rounds of screening. The 156 candidate constructs that were identified in the first round of screening were augmented by all known and putative neuropeptides, neuropeptide receptors, and GPCRs expressed in the neurons. (By this point, we were aware that this screen was
not to be implemented past the first chromosome and sought to maximize the identification of interesting molecules by cherry-picking potential drug targets—see discussion for further information.) This brought the total number of genes in the secondary screening assay to 195.

Of these 156 identified in the primary screen, forty-three were confirmed as significantly resistant to nicotine after three additional rounds of screening, with an additional six hits in the candidate neuropeptide and neuronally expressed GPCRs. Four of the forty-three nicotine resistant RNAi constructs identified by the screen had no recorded target in the library’s database, however, these constructs may still deplete unspecified genes involved in a cholinergic response as only 22 base pairs must align with the target gene in order to complete RNAi mediated knock down. (Note: the dsRNA constructs in the bacteria are often hundreds of bp long (Kamath et al., 2001).) Furthermore, one of these four was identified by blast alignment to be the predicted gene, F59A3.10, though none of the other RNAi constructs had enough similarities across their dsRNA coding region to be identified in this manner. A list of these putative hits and a summary of what is known about each molecule can be found in Appendix I and nicotine resistance scores and functional groupings are in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.6.

Resistance to Non-Cholinergic NT Receptor Agonists

Nicotine resistance could be caused by a number of molecular defects. Secondary screening efforts with other drugs were initiated in an effort to further characterize the effect of the nicotine resistant knock-downs. Muscimol is a GABA
receptor agonist. The GABA receptor is the other major ionotropic channel on BWMs. However, GABA receptors are chloride channels which inhibit the contraction of the muscles (McIntire et al., 1993b). Exposure to muscimol causes complete relaxation of all BWMs and a state of flaccid paralysis in the worm—rather than the contraction of the BWMs and rigid paralysis in response to cholinergic agonists. Muscimol, acting as an agonist against another receptor at the cell surface of the BWM, was used as a control against non-specific drug resistance, such as a less permeable cuticle, and to identify genes universally involved in receptor function (i.e. common to both GABA and ACh receptor function). A highly similar protocol to our plate-based harsh touch nicotine resistance assay was used with 1 mM muscimol substituted for nicotine and a slightly longer time course, ninety minutes. The dsRNA was introduced post-embryonically and young adult worms were transferred to the plates containing 1 mM muscimol. After ninety minutes, the number of worms moving following a slight stimulation with an eyelash was counted. Over 90% of the worms treated with unc-49 (RNAi) (depletion of *C. elegans* only GABA receptor, UNC-49—positive control) were able to move, whereas only 45% of the empty vector controls were still able to move in response to prodding. Both, unc-63 (RNAi) and lev-10 (RNAi) were examined with similar scores to the empty vector control worms, 47% and 30% respectively. Due to the high variability in this assay neither would be considered statistically significant. During these assays, no candidate was significantly different from the empty vector controls, though several, like lev-10 (RNAi), came close to being hypersensitive to muscimol. These results suggest that we have identified
molecules which are specific to the functional expression of nAChRs, not general resistance factors or universal components of NMJ function.

**Nicotine Resistance on Plates**

With a little less than fifty potential nicotine resistance factors—forty-five total (thirty-nine from the chromosome one screen and six more from the cherry-picked neuropeptides and receptors) isolated we decided to re-test the worms under the more stringent, but more time consuming plate based assays. The worms were, again, fed dsRNA post-embryonically and raised in accordance to the primary screen protocol. However, for testing, the worms were moved to freshly made (~2-8 hours) NGM plates containing 0.5% nicotine and measurements were taken every 20 minutes up to 80 minutes. Plate-based assays allow the researcher to stimulate the subject worms individually rather than relying on spontaneous movement in animals. This may be a major reason behind the lower variability seen in plate-based assays. This further screening reduced the number of candidate genes to seven, five from the chromosome one screening and two from the neuropeptides and receptors group (Table 3.1). RNAi knock-downs of these genes were consistently more resistant to nicotine over four to six assays. Three of these putative hits were not available as mutants and were categorized as hits based on RNAi phenotypes but no further testing was done, and will be discussed further in the conclusion.
Testing the Mutants for Nicotine and Levamisole Resistance

Deletion mutants of four of the seven putative hits were available from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (CGC) or the Japanese National BioResource Project (NBRP) collections and were obtained for nicotine resistance testing. (Two more have become available since we terminated this project.) The mutants available were, unc-95 and Y6B3A.1 (since re-named: agef-1), from the chromosome one screening effort and C48C5.1 and C16D6.2, from the cherry-picked neuropeptide and receptor group. The agef-1 mutant was homozygous lethal, however, heterozygous mutants were both nicotine and levamisole resistant, but only slightly. It is a putative Arf-GEF, which will be discussed at length in the next chapter of this dissertation. The other three were found to be indistinguishable from wild-type or slightly hypersensitive to cholinergic agonists. unc-95 is a LIM-domain containing protein which is required for muscle organization. The unc-95 mutant we received (unc-95 (ok893)) was sickly and barely able to move, even without the application of paralyzing cholinergic agonists. Scoring of movement in these worms cannot be considered accurate. The two receptors identified by their RNAi phenotypes also showed hyper-sensitivity to one of the cholinergic agonists but was wild-type to the other. (The C48C5.1 mutant was hyper-sensitive to levamisole and C16D6.2 was hypersensitive to nicotine.) This was likely due to the high homology within the GPCRs and neuropeptide receptors, especially causing erroneous or, more likely, multiple targets for the dsRNA.


DISCUSSION

Our screen identified novel cholinergic resistance factors by RNAi, which we validated through repeated assay trials. The differences in our approach to previous approaches—post-embryonic RNAi based, use of nicotine, minimal drug dosage—yielded a set of putative genes that were not identified in past studies. The differences in phenotype shown by RNAi testing and subsequent mutant trials, highlights the differences between the two screening types and validates our set of putative cholinergic resistance genes as novel.

*Genes Identified in the Screen of Chromosome One*

The thrity-nine putative nicotine resistance genes that were identified on chromosome one after four rounds of screening fit into a wide range of functional categories. (The GPCRs and neuropeptides were not included on this list as their functions were already known.) Most of these functions are putative and ascribed by homology and protein domain similarity to other known proteins (Fig. 3.6.A & Table 3.1). Four of the largest identified groups [protein synthesis (15%), transcription factors (13%), intracellular trafficking (13%) and degradation (10%)] can be re-classified in a more inclusive category of receptor creation and maintenance (Fig. 3.6.B). These factors would encompass the life-cycle of a receptor, from its initiation to its eventual demise. An abnormality in any of these factors would cause derangement of the expression levels at the cell surface or of the receptors themselves.
The second largest group was the intracellular signaling molecules, composed of G-protein signaling proteins, kinase/phosphatase signaling and molecules with protein/protein interaction domains. While the previous set was involved with the metabolism of the nAChRs, these molecules would likely play a role in the modulation of nAChR function, such as the phosphorylation of receptors to induce inactivation or signals which open cation leak channels lowering activation threshold of the muscle. Structural proteins are also important to neurotransmission and the breakdown of these structures could, also, translate into nicotine resistance. If nAChRs are not clustered at the synapse, as is the case with lev-10, a clustering factor, or in a defective synapse, the nAChRs at the cell surface are down-regulated, resulting in less nAChRs at the cell surface to be stimulated, resulting in nicotine resistance (Gally et al., 2004).

**Mutant phenotypes**

Three of the four genes that conferred significant resistance by RNAi failed to show resistance in the corresponding mutants. While this does not help validate the screen it does highlight some major differences between our RNAi based screen and previous mutagenesis-based searches. With our approach, we sought to differentiate this screen from its predecessors, by use of a novel cholinergic agonist, nicotine, to maximize the identification of molecules that affect both nAChRs present at the BWM. To further differentiate our screen, we used post-embryonic induced RNAi, to minimize the embryonic and developmental effects of the knock-downs and to allow
us to screen lethal and severely locomotion defective mutants that we would not have
been able to differentiate from nicotine paralyzed worms.

This was the case with *unc-95*, whose RNAi phenotype we had identified and
validated in both the liquid screening efforts and the plate based resistance assays. The
*unc-95*(*su33*) mutants we assayed were almost paralyzed before the application of the
nicotine and because there was no base-line re-calibration for severely uncoordinated
worms, it was not scored as nicotine resistant. However, UNC-95 represents the type
of molecule that our screen was designed to identify: a gene with a defect so severe as
to be considered functionally paralyzed even before the application of nicotine in the
mutant but able to display a nicotine resistance phenotype in RNAi treated worms.
This gene would be missed in a mutagenesis based screen as the innate locomotion
defects would mask any potential resistance. Our screening efforts were optimized to
find molecules such as UNC-95.

Unfortunately, the literature at the end of the screen identified this molecule as
important for muscle structure with severe locomotion defects in the mutants and,
therefore, was unlikely to be a molecule involved specifically in cholinergic
transmission and was dropped from further study (Zengel and Epstein, 1980).
However, since the completion of this screen, new information about *unc-95*’s
molecular details have been reported. It was identified in an RNAi based axon
guidance screen, along with several other genes that we identified in our screen
(Schmitz et al., 2007). It is now known to be involved in axonal fasciculation and
guidance as well as the formation of the NMJ, which is critical for neurotransmission
to muscles, cholinergic or otherwise (Broday et al., 2004). The structure of the NMJ is important for maintenance of receptors at the cell surface as several presynaptic components have been shown to be involved in this process (Sanes and Lichtman, 2001). Also, the UNC-95 protein is heavily expressed in the embryonic and early larval worm, which is a critical time for axonal outgrowth connectivity (Broday et al., 2004). This does suggest that the post-embryonic initiation of RNAi may have saved these worms from some of the more severe effects of the loss of UNC-95 during embryonic development. In hindsight, an unc-95 heterozygote or hypomorph (a mutant with less function of a protein, but not a complete, null mutation), which are not nearly paralyzed before the start of the assay, would have been a more appropriate animal to test.

The other two mutants that failed to recapitulate the nicotine resistance phenotype found in RNAi treatments in their respective mutants, C48C5.1 and C16D6.2, are both GPCRs. GPCRs are one of the largest (~5% of all predicted genes), most conserved gene groups in C. elegans (Bargmann, 1998). Both have multiple paralogs, resulting from gene duplication events. Within the C. elegans genome—C16D6.2 has sixteen paralogs—with greater than 90% sequence similarity (Paulini, 2010). dsRNA only needs 22 base pairs of homology to initiate the RNAi knock-down (Grishok and Mello, 2002). The feeding library initiates RNAi with several hundred homologous base pairs, which gives it a reasonable chance to initiate knock-down in any similar gene much less one with paralogs of over 90% similarity (Fraser et al., 2000). The probability of multiple knock-downs in this case is quite high
and could result in a phenotype ascribed to a single locus even when the phenotype is mediated by the depletion of many similar gene products.

These examples highlight two major differences between RNAi and mutatgenesis based screens. First, that RNAi is an incomplete knock-down of the gene product instead of a null mutation, which allows testing of lethal genes. These genes are very difficult to validate with analysis of mutants. Second, RNAi is a targeted tool; the validity of results is based on the precision of the dsRNA. This library was assemble via high-through-put cloning techniques and has a number of known miss targeted constructs. In the release of the RNAi feeding library that we used about 7% (~1300 constructs) are not targeted to a known gene—and even the ones that have listed targets should not be considered absolutely specific (Boutros and Ahringer, 2008; Fraser et al., 2000). With both *unc-95* and the GPCRs, it would have been prudent to test other dsRNA constructs designed specifically against the gene of interest. This would be a way to validate both lethal and non-specific targeting constructs. Unfortunately, we had moved away from the screen, as it was not to be published, and worked on validating only a handful of genes of interest rather than the screen itself.

After the completion of this screen the other nAChR gene mediating cholinergic excitation of the BWM was identified (Francis et al., 2005; Touroutine et al., 2005). These studies demonstrated that in worms the result of the loss of both nAChRs on the BWM is paralysis. This has some unfortunate implications for a screen designed to look at both these nAChRs with paralysis as a metric. Our screen
paralyzes the worms with stimulation to both nAChRs, however, if a gene were to be
abnormal that abolished signaling from both of these nAChRs, it would also appear
paralyzed. Therefore, this gives the screen an unknown range in which it could find a
novel gene: if the resistance factor is not high enough, the worm is paralyzed; if the
defect is too great, the worm is also paralyzed.

For a brutal assessment of strategies that could be improved for another RNAi screen
and other strategies to optimize an RNAi based screen see appendix 2, ‘Getting the
most out of your RNAi screen.’

**MATERIALS & METHODS**

*Strains used*

The RNAi sensitized strain, *rrf-3* (*pk1426*), was received from the
Caenorhabditis Genetics Center at the University of Minnesota.

*Pharmacological resistance assays*

All plate based resistance assays were done in accordance to the nicotine
resistance harsh touch assay as described in Gottschalk, *et al.* 2005. The only changes
being the drug and the concentration used, as noted in the text of the dissertation.

Liquid based protocols were adapted from the thrashing assay described in
Gottschalk, *et al.* 2005. In our assays no ngm agarose was present and movement was
scored for movement by eye. The number of worms moving were divided by the total number counted to give a paralysis ratio. The white light source of the dissecting scope was used to stimulate movement. Drugs and concentrations used are noted in the text of this dissertation.
Figure 3.1 RNAi of Cholinergic Signaling Genes Confers Nicotine Resistance

Worms treated with two-generation RNAi against genes involved in cholinergic signaling and known to confer nicotine resistance in mutants were tested against respective mutants and wild-type animals. A) The worms were placed on 0.5% (13.3 mM) nicotine NGM plates as young adults. The number moving (unparalyzed) after mechanical stimulation were counted against the total number of worms observed every 15 minutes for 90 minutes. The in each case the RNAi conferred resistance was significantly above wild-type worms, peaking at 60 minutes. [P-values vs. N2, 60 minutes, unc-63 (RNAi) = 0.0004, lev-10 (RNAi) = 0.0007, unc-38 (RNAi) = 0.0019, unc-50 (RNAi) = 0.0007] However, the RNAi induced resistance was always significantly less than its corresponding mutant phenotype. B) Pictures of N2 and RNAi treated worms on 0.5% nicotine plates after one hour. RNAi phenotypes demonstrated in rrf-3 (pk1426) animals after two-generation RNAi induction.

n = 6, each n represents one trial of > 24 animals, two trials of each group were run on three separate days. Error bars represent SEM among trials. Significance by Student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired. * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001. Only the 60-minute time points were considered for statistical analysis and significance.
Figure 3.2 Induction of RNAi by Feeding Versus Soaking: RNAi effect was induced by either feeding worms dsRNA expressing bacteria for two generations (feeding, solid symbols) according to Fraser et al. (2003), or growing the worms in liquid containing dsRNA (soaking, outline symbols) according to Tabara et al. (1998). These worms were transferred to 0.5% (13.3 mM) nicotine NGM plates as young adults. The number moving (unparalyzed) after mechanical stimulation were counted against the total number of worms observed every 30 minutes for 120 minutes. A) unc-29 (RNAi), B) unc-50 (RNAi) and C) unc-50 (RNAi); all tested using rrf-3 (pk1426) worms. Control was rff-3 (pk1426) fed empty vector expressing bacteria (empty vector). Resistance to nicotine conferred by feeding RNAi protocols was significant for every time point. [Feeding, P-values vs. empty vector control, 60 minutes, unc-63 (RNAi) = 0.0039, unc-38 (RNAi) = 0.0011, unc-29 (RNAi) = 0.0045] The soaking RNAi protocol showed significant resistance for both unc-63(RNAi) and unc-50(RNAi) at 60 minutes, however, unc-29(RNAi) failed to induce resistance distinguishable from wild type. [Soaking, P-values vs. empty vector control, 60 minutes, unc-63(RNAi) = 0.044, unc-38(RNAi) = 0.0136, unc-29(RNAi) = 0.216 (not significant)]

n = 5, each n represents one trial of > 20 animals, at least one trial of each animal was run on 4 separate days. Error bars represent SEM among trials. Significance by Student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired. * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001. Only the 60-minute time points were considered for statistical analysis and significance.
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Figure 3.3 RNAi Feeding Protocols: Two-Generation Versus Post-Embryonic Induction *rrf-3 (pk1426)* worms were fed the same dsRNA expressing bacteria by two different methods. The two-generation RNAi induction (dashed lines, outline symbols) were raised and RNAi induced in accordance with Fraser et al (2003). The post-embryonic RNAi induction (solid lines, solid symbols) protocol is described here in Materials and Methods. (Also, see Fig 3.4. for diagram and more explanation.) After RNAi treatment the worms were placed on 0.5% (13.3mM) nicotine NGM plates as young adults. The number moving (unparalyzed) after mechanical stimulation were counted against the total number of worms observed every 20 minutes for 80 minutes. No significant differences was noted between nicotine resistance induced by either protocols, both protocols induced significant resistance in comparison to empty vector controls of same protocol. [P-value vs. empty vector, 60 minute; two generation, lev-10 (RNAi) = 0.0080, unc-63 (RNAi) = 0.0051; post-embryonic, lev-10 (RNAi) = 0.0012, unc-63 (RNAi) = 0.0030]

*n* = 3, each *n* represents one trial of > 24 animals, one trial of each animal was run on three separate days. Error bars represent SEM among trials. Significance by Student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired. * = *P* < 0.05, ** = *P* < 0.01, *** = *P* < 0.001. Only the 60-minute time points were considered for statistical analysis and significance.
Figure 3.4 Determination of Nicotine Dosage Post-embryonic RNAi was induced in rrf-3 (pk1426) worms, which were transferred to M9 buffer containing various concentrations of nicotine [0.2% - 1.0 %]. The number moving (unparalyzed) spontaneously were counted against the total number of worms observed every 15 minutes for 90 minutes. A) rrf-3 (pk1426) fed empty vector bacteria tested on various concentrations of nicotine [0.2% - 1.0 %]. B) lev10 (RNAi), unc-50 (RNAi) and unc-63 (RNAi) assayed at 0.5% nicotine against empty vector control worms. All three tested constructs showed significant resistance to nicotine at all time points after 30 minutes. [0.5% nicotine, P-value vs. empty vector, 60 min.; lev10 (RNAi) = 0.0076, unc-50 (RNAi) = 0.0213, and unc-63 (RNAi) = 0.0058]. C) lev-10(RNAi), unc-50 (RNAi) and unc-63 (RNAi) resistance at various concentrations of nicotine [0.3% - 0.6%].

For all trials except trials done at 0.5% nicotine (panel ‘B’) n = 3, each n represents one trial of > 24 animals, one trial of each animal was run on 3 separate days. Error bars represent SEM among trials. For 0.5% nicotine trials: n = 6, one trial a day on 6 separate days. Significance by Student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired. * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001.
Figure 3.5 Post-Embryonic Induction of RNAi and Nicotine Resistance Assay  

_E. coli_ expressing dsRNA constructs are grown in a 96-well plate overnight (37°C) and seeded to NGM plates, one plate per dsRNA strain. The dsRNA expressing bacteria NGM plate is allowed to grow for an additional three days at RT. Concurrently, large quantities of _rrf-3 (pk1426)_ are grown on separate plates. The eggs from these are harvested by standard bleaching protocols and washed and suspended in M9 buffer. The M9 buffer egg slurry is diluted to ~250 – 300 eggs / 100 μL of solution including the addition of IPTG, to induce the production of the dsRNA, to a final concentration of 2.5 mM. 80 μL of slurry was added to each plate and spread over the entire bacterial patch, to ensure even induction of the dsRNA expression by the IPTG. The eggs were allowed to mature to young adults, 4 days, RT. 25 – 30 worms were moved to a 24-well plate containing ~2 mL of M9 buffer and 0.5% (13.3 mM) nicotine and allowed to incubate for one hour. Worms were assayed under dissecting microscope for spontaneous movement. The number of moving worms (unparalyzed) were counted against the total number of worms observed.
Figure 3.6 Putative Functions of the Nicotine Resistance Factors

Functions and putative functions of genes identified as resistant to nicotine by estimated domain identity and homology (Paulini). A) Specific putative functions of nicotine resistance factors. B) Broader grouping of categories. (See table 3.1 and appendix 1 for more information on specific nicotine resistance factors.)
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**Table 3.1 Putative Functions of Genes Mediating Nicotine Resistance**

Forty-nine dsRNA clones and their corresponding genes found to be resistant to nicotine exposure after four rounds of nicotine paralysis assays. Selection criteria > 32% unparalyzed during the primary assay, > 29% unparalyzed during three subsequent rounds of nicotine resistance testing. Scores listed are an average of all four tests—one during primary screening, at least 3 more in subsequent rounds—also listed is the first standard deviation of this data. ‘Group’ describes the function or putative function of the molecule based on literature or domain homology; colors and titles refer to figure 3.6. Seven genes highlighted in yellow demonstrated significant resistance in at least six plate based assays. (See appendix 1 for details on genes described.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene name</th>
<th>Score (Average)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>srh-49, C10G11.4</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>G-protein signaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2030.2</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>Degradation (Ubiquitin &amp; Protease)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C30F12.2</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>Metabolism/mitochondria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gsp-3, W09C3.6</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>Phosphatase &amp; Kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>col-61, C01H6.1</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>Structural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hrdl-1, F26E4.11</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>Degradation (Ubiquitin &amp; Protease)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fxb-56, Y63D3A.10</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Protein-protein interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10H11.8</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>G-protein signaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agef-1, Y6B3A.1</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>G-protein signaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W03G9.5</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Phosphatase &amp; Kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gale-1, C47B2.6</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>Metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F36A2.3</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>Metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T27A3.6</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>Metabolism/stress response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y106G6A.2</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>Protein-protein interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C32E12.3, osr-1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Stress Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F08A8.4</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>Metabolism/stress response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T27A3.5</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>Phosphatase &amp; Kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T28B8.4</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>Degradation (Ubiquitin &amp; Protease)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y18D10A.2</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>Degradation (Ubiquitin &amp; Protease)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F55D12.6</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>Protein synthesis/metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F16A11.2</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T08G11.2</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Signalling/protein-protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10G11.6</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>Metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vab-10, ZK1151.1</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>Structural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y106G6E.4</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>Metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y65B4A.R.5</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Transcription Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y65B4B.R.5</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>Transcription Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C41G7.7</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y53C10A.1</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZK1225.1</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y87G2A.5, vrs-2</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>Protein synthesis/metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZC32B.2</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Transcription Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pqr-21, F08B6.5</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Transcription Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C36F7.5</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C41G7.2, klp-16</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>Intracellular Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unc-95</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>structural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vps-20, Y65B4A.3</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>protein sorting / trafficking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tag-138, F08A8.6</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>trafficking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K11D2.4</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>Transcription Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no MRC record (likely)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59A3.10 by seq.</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-2G20 (no MRC record)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-2A05 (no MRC record)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene name</th>
<th>Score (Average)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nlp-7, F18E9.2</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>Neuropeptide-Like Protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C49A9.7</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>Neurokinin receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>npr-2, T05A1.1</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>Neuropeptide receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F02E8.2</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>GPCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C48C5.1</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>GPCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C16D6.2</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>GPCR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.7 Putative Nicotine Resistance Factors not Resistant to Muscimol RNAi treated young adult animals were transferred to 1 mM muscimol NGM plates allowed to incubate for 90 minutes at RT. The number moving (unparalyzed) after mechanical stimulation were counted against the total number of worms observed at 90 minutes. Muscimol is a GABA receptor agonist causing paralysis by hyperpolarizing the muscle, unc-49 is C. elegans only GABA receptor causes resistance to muscimol exposure. \[\text{unc-49(RNAi)} = 91\% \pm 3.9 \text{ SEM}, \text{empty vector} = 38\% \pm 8.6 \text{ SEM}, \text{P-value} = 0.0066\] No other RNAi construct tested demonstrated significant resistance to muscimol. Post-embryonic RNAi induction was used on \textit{rrf-3(pk1426)} for all animals tested.

\[\text{n} = 4, \text{each n represents one trial of > 24 animals, one trials of each animal was run on 3 separate days. Error bars represent the standard deviation among trials. Student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired, significance, }^* = P < 0.05, \text{ }^{**} = P < 0.01, \text{ }^{***} = P < 0.001.\]
CHAPTER IV

Characterization of the Nicotine Resistance Factor *agef-1*
ABSTRACT

Tobacco is one of the most widely used drugs in the world and unquestionably harmful to one’s health. The main addictive and psychotrophic agent in tobacco is nicotine, which acts through the cholinergic signaling system. Our RNAi based screen of the first chromosome of the C. elegans genome unveiled several novel molecules involved in cholinergic signal transmission, a key molecular event in nicotine addiction. One of these genes, agef-1, displayed highly significant resistance to nicotine exposure in both our screen and another, similar study, using levamisole—also a cholinergic agonist—by Sieburth et al. (2005), here, through pharmacological and behavioral assays, we attempt to further characterize agef-1’s role in neurotransmission and transduction of the cholinergic signal in particular. This gene encodes a putative ADP-ribosylation factor’s guanine nucleotide exchange factor (Arf-GEF) protein. We demonstrate specificity of agef-1’s effect on cholinergic signaling. We go on to demonstrate that AGEF-1 protein is most likely acting postsynaptically; it, however, does not effect the total number of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors at the cell surface. Though, we have localized the cholinergic effect of AGEF-1 to a postsynaptic, intracellular acting protein, our current data are insufficient to provide a model of its activity within the cell.

INTRODUCTION
ADP-ribosylation factors (Arfs) are guanine nucleotide-binding proteins (G-proteins) (Donaldson and Jackson, 2000). Highly conserved members of the Ras superfamily, found in all eukaryotes, Arfs regulate membrane traffic and organelle structure (Li et al., 2004). Activated Arfs bind to intracellular lipid membranes where they recruit lipid-modifying G-proteins and coat complexes involved in trafficking, such as COP1—required for retrograde trafficking between the golgi network and the endoplasmic reticulum. G-proteins are activated by the exchange of guanosine diphosphate (GDP) for the higher energy guanosine triphosphate (GTP), which is slowly hydrolyzed under normal physiological conditions, However this hydrolysis can be speed up by guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) (Bastiani and Mendel, 2006) The hydrolysis of GTP back to GDP terminates G-protein signaling. Arf-GEFs are a class of GEFs which are specifically involved with the activation of Arf class G-proteins.

Most of the ARF and Arf-GEF research to date has focused on yeast, where the gene classes were discovered, and mammals (Cox et al., 2004). The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae contains three Arf proteins (arf1 – 3) whereas the human genome encodes six (Arf1 – 6). They contain 5 and 15 Arf-GEFs, respectively. The defining characteristic of an Arf-GEF is the Sec7 domain, which by itself can catalyze the nucleotide exchange on GEF proteins. Mammalian Arfs are heavily involved as signaling molecules which direct the vesicular traffic of the cell and are split into three classes. Class I (Arf1 – 3) is involved in trafficking in the ER-Golgi and endosomal systems, class III (Arf6) is involved in many functions including clathrin endocytosis,
endosomal recycling and actin mediated cytoskeletal movements, whereas little is known about the function of class II Arfs, Arf4 and Arf5 (Donaldson and Jackson, 2000). Yeast arf-1 and arf-2 are class I Arfs involved in intercellular transport, endocytosis and exocytosis. They are functionally interchangeable but lethal if both are absent. The third, arf-3, is not essential and may play a similar role as mammalian Arf6, a class III Arf. The specificity of Arf-GEFs to Arfs is still an open question in the field, while in vitro preferences have been demonstrated, in vivo experimentation has shown a single Arf-GEF affecting multiple pathways mediated by distinct Arf proteins (Donaldson and Jackson, 2000).

*C. elegans* has four identified Arf proteins (arf-1.1, arf-1.2, arf-3 and arf-6) and five putative Arf-GEFs, identified by sequence homology (gbf-1, efa-6, agef-1, grp-1 and M02B7.5) (Cox et al., 2004; Li et al., 2004). Not enough work has been done with *C. elegans* Arf proteins to unambiguously determine their classes, as most studies have focused on the mutant and RNAi phenotypes rather than the cell biological classification of the proteins. The *C. elegans* Arfs have been linked to endocytosis and asymmetric cell division, but due to their almost ubiquitous expression coupled with the redundancy shown in other systems, many phenotypes maybe masked in single mutants (Li et al., 2004). Curiously, many of the Arfs have limited mutational effects. However, RNAi depletion often causes severe defects, such as sterility, developmental delays and lethality (Paulini). This might be due to sequence similarity causing knock-down in multiple orthologs. GEFs in *C. elegans*, have been shown to be involved in neurotransmission—including cholinergic
signaling—and rhythmic behaviors—such as locomotion, egg-laying and pharyngeal pumping (feeding) (Norman et al., 2005; Steven et al., 2005).

Previously, we identified an Arf-GEF gene, Y6B3A.1, recently reclassified as agef-1, as a potential effector of the cholinergic neurotransmission in an RNAi based screen. RNAi knock-down of agef-1 consistently showed a resistance to nicotine, a cholinergic agonist. Furthermore, in another RNAi screen, agef-1 was identified as highly resistant to aldicarb, which inhibits the enzymatic degradation of acetylcholine (ACh) in the synapse, causing an excess of ACh in the synaptic cleft (Sieburth et al., 2005). Both nicotine and aldicarb cause paralysis by hyperstimulating the body wall muscles (BWM) through activation of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs). Having less functional nAChRs—either competently or numerically—at the cell surface confers resistance to overstimulation by these drugs. Functional nAChRs are pentameric protein complexes that are matured and assembled/oligomerized in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in a strictly ordered and controlled manner (Green and Millar, 1995; Smith et al., 1987). Only 30% of the nAChR subunits synthesized are correctly assembled and transported to the cell surface in mouse muscle cells, the rest are catabolized by ER-associated degradation factors (Christianson and Green, 2004; Merlie and Lindstrom, 1983). Furthermore, the malfunction or misexpression of these receptors has been correlated with several pathologies including epilepsy, schizophrenia and nicotine addiction (Newhouse et al., 2004; Ryan, 1999).

Cellular studies in yeast have demonstrated the Arf-GEF class proteins involvement in vesicular trafficking which is critical for nAChRs to be transported
through processing steps in the ER and the golgi and finally to the cell surface for functional use, suggesting a possible function for \textit{agef-1} in expression of functional receptors at the cell surface. Also, a recently identified factor for the trafficking of a subset of matured, assembled nAChRs to the cell surface (UNC-50 in \textit{C. elegans}, UNCL in mice), was demonstrated to bind a yeast Arf-GEF in two-hybrid assays (Eimer et al., 2007; Fitzgerald et al., 2000). Mutants of \textit{unc-50} express fewer nAChRs at the cell surface and are highly resistant to cholinergic agonists, such as nicotine and levamisole (Eimer et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 1980). Here, we investigate the role that this Arf-GEF, \textit{agef-1}, plays in the resistance to nicotine phenotype and its potential role in the expression of functional nAChR at the cell surface.

\textbf{RESULTS}

\textit{Identification of agef-1 in RNAi Screens}

The \textit{C.elegans} Arf-GEF, \textit{agef-1}, has been identified in two separate RNAi based screens for cholinergic transmission. Seiburth et al. identified \textit{agef-1} in a screen searching for gene depletions, which confer aldicarb resistance (2005). Aldicarb is an acetylcholine esterase inhibitor, which prevents the degradation of ACh causing the synaptic cleft to fill with ACh and continuous stimulation of ACh receptors. In the case of the \textit{C. elegans} BWM, this causes uninterrupted contraction resulting in paralysis. RNAi knock-down could confer for resistance to aldicarb in a number of ways: presynaptic ACh release defect, causing less ACh to be released, or
postsynaptic functional defect, if the receptor no longer functioned as effectively or by creating massive structural defects, where the release of ACh is no longer near the corresponding receptors.

We identified \textit{agef-1} in a similar RNAi based screen for nicotine resistance genes. Nicotine is an agonist of the nAChRs, which are main stimulatory receptor on the \textit{C.elegans} BWM. Hyperstimulation of these receptors by nicotine causes simultaneous contraction of the muscles resulting in paralysis—similar to aldicarb, as they both cause over stimulation of the BWMs via the nAChRs. However, because nicotine is an agonist that acts directly on the postsynaptic receptors of the muscle, genes affecting the response to nicotine would be found almost exclusively in the muscle. These results suggest that \textit{agef-1} is a post-synaptic factor involved with the functional expression of nAChRs.

\textit{Description of agef-1 and AGEF-1}

The \textit{agef-1} gene resides on chromosome one in an operon, CEOP1712, of four other genes, W09C5.1, Y87G2A.11, Y87G2A.13 and \textit{vps-28}, none of which were hits in our nicotine resistance screen and none were tested in the aldicarb based screen (Paulini; Sieburth et al., 2005). It is a predicted Arf-GEF, catalyzing the exchange of GDP for GTP on Arfs activating these G-proteins (Donaldson and Jackson, 2000; Paulini). Three isoforms are predicted for this gene, the longer isoforms, ‘a’ and ‘c,’ are 1594 amino acids (aa) and 1628 aa respectively, and have a Sec7 domain, hallmark of an Arf-GEF protein, from 506 – 709 aa and an Sec7 associated domain of unknown
function (DUF1981) from 1021 – 1105 aa (UniProt, 2010). The Sec7 domain is critically important to the function of Arf-GEFs, it serves at the binding site for GEF molecules and the catalytic site, which dislodges the GDP and allowing GTP to bind and activate the GEF signaling molecule. The shortest isoform, ‘b,’ however, is predicted to be only 551 aa in length, which severely truncates the Sec7 domain, likely impairing, if not abolishing, its ability to activate Arfs. The Sec7 domain defines an Arf-GEF, this isoform would not be considered an Arf-GEF and may act as a non-catalytic competitive inhibitor. Mutation of the agef-1 gene is homozygous lethal (Paulini). Knock-down by RNAi causes larval lethality in the following generation, making post-embryonic RNAi depletion, as both RNAi screen utilized, one of the few ways to examine this gene (Kamath et al., 2003; Sieburth et al., 2005; Simmer et al., 2003).

**agef-1 Expression**

Previous microarray studies found agef-1 to be upregulated in the embryonic motor neurons, as well as three of the other four members of its operon (Fox et al., 2005). However, the screen data also pointed to additional expression in the BWM. We constructed a promoter by amplifying 786 bp upstream of the operon and cloning the PCR product into pD97.95 GFP expression vector (Fire et al.). We found very strong expression in the pharynx—C. elegans feeding organ—during all stages of development. We also saw strong expression in the embryo, which was likely pharyngeal expression as well. In adult worms head muscles and BWMs showed slight
expression, but expression was not seen in adult motor neurons. No expression was noted in embryonic motor neurons either, however, due to their small size and the robust expression of GFP in the pharynx, it would be difficult to observe embryonic motor neuron expression.

Cholinergic Agonist Resistance

Our interest in agef-1 stemmed from its RNAi mediated resistance to the cholinergic agonist, nicotine. Here we show that agef-1 (RNAi) worms are resistant to both nicotine and levamisole (Fig. 3.2). Unfortunately, agef-1 is homozygous lethal so we could not assess it for a null mutant phenotype. However, it can be maintained as a heterozygous mutant over a balancer, which should produce less AGEF-1 protein than wild-type. Using these worms we produced worms known to be heterozygous for agef-1 that could be tested for cholinergic agonist resistances. These heterozygous agef-1 mutants showed no obvious behavioral defects. These mutants were tested for both nicotine and levamisole resistance and proved slightly statistically resistant to both cholinergic agonists. These heterozygous agef-1 mutants only showed resistances at long time intervals—the 60 and 80 minute observation times.

Aldicarb and Muscimol Resistance Testing

We sought to further characterize the defects caused by agef-1 (RNAi). Another screen had identified agef-1 (RNAi) as strongly resistant to aldicarb (Sieburth
We recapitulate those findings here (Fig. 3.3.A). The agef-1 (RNAi) reliably showed significant resistance to alidcarb as previously reported.

Furthermore, to address whether the loss of this molecule gave broad-spectrum drug resistance to worms we tested muscimol. Muscimol is a GABA agonist, which is the other major ionotropic receptor class on the BMWs, when stimulated these cause the influx of anions, hyperpolarizing the cell, which causes paralysis. If agef-1 were involved universally in receptor maturation of both GABA as well as ACh receptors, or the synapse had collapsed due to massive structural defects causing down regulation of all receptors, this would affect both pathways equally and agef-1 (RNAi) should confer resistances to both cholinergic and GABAergic agonist (McIntire et al., 1993a). However, if agef-1 (RNAi) exclusively affects nAChRs’ functional expression, then it should not display a muscimol resistance phenotype in addition to its cholinergic resistance phenotype. The agef-1 (RNAi) worms showed no difference from the wild-type response to muscimol, suggesting it is specifically involved in cholinergic signaling.

**Brefeldin A, Arf-GEF Inhibition**

Brefeldin A is a fungal metabolite, which stabilizes the Arf-GEF complex with its GEF partner (Donaldson and Jackson, 2000). This complex binds the molecules together without exchanging the GDP for GTP, thus holding the GEF signaling molecule in an inactive state. In yeast and mammalian cell lines, this causes the disassembly of the golgi network and the build-up of immature proteins in the
endoplasmic reticulum. The proteins with the closest sequence similarity to *agef-1* in other organisms (Arf-GEF2 in humans [pblast value = 0]) and YDR170c [pblast value = 6.19e^-147]) have both been demonstrated to be sensitive to brefeldin A (Paulini; Sata et al., 1998). To further characterize the *agef-1* activity we tested if *agef-1* (RNAi) would confer resistance to brefeldin A. No protocols were found to test brefeldin A *in vivo* in *C. elegans*, or other multicellular organisms. Therefore, we attempted to use brefeldin A in a similar manner to the cholinergic agonists and aldicarb, as a movement inhibitor, reasoning that inhibition of *agef-1* would inhibit cholinergic transmission thus retarding locomotion. Unfortunately, our testing with brefeldin A proved to be highly variable as an inhibitor of movement. Our tests indicate that the usable range of 100 – 1000 μM brefeldin A in NGM plates. We, however, did not observe any statistical difference in the ability of brefeldin A to paralyze *agef-1* (RNAi) and empty vector controls at 100, 500 or 1000 μM brefeldin A, though high variability among test days causes difficulty in statistical analysis.

As a temporally controlled, potential inhibitor of AGEF-1, we wondered if we could recapitulate the cholinergic resistance in brefeldin A exposed worms. We exposed wild-type worms to 100 - 1000 μM brefeldin A in NGM plates for half an hour—when they started to exhibit locomotion defects at 1000 μM—to 2 hours, and then transferred these worms as well as a control group from the original plate to plates with 0.5% nicotine. Movement was assessed every twenty minutes for eighty minutes. No significant difference was found between the any of the brefeldin A treated and non-treated worms.
**Effect of agef-1 (RNAi) on the Expression Level of an nAChR Subunit**

In attempt to explain the cholinergic resistance observed in agef-1 (RNAi) worms we attempted to quantify the number of nAChRs expressed at the cell-surface. If *agef-1* was involved in the maturation of the nAChR, a depletion of agef-1 by RNAi should reduce the number of nAChR on the post-synaptic NMJ. We had created an epitope tagged nAChR subunit for a previous study, a LEV-1 fusion to hemagglutinin (HA) (Gottschalk and Schafer, 2006). The HA tag is presented extracellularly and can be bound by anti-bodies conjugated to fluorophores injected into the worm’s body. The intensity of the light emitted by these fluorophores upon stimulation can be quantified to give a reading of the number of nAChR subunits expressed on the cell surface, as the antibodies cannot pass through the cell’s plasma membrane. This technique had proved useful in demonstrating that *unc-50*, an intracellular trafficking protein important to nAChR expression, causes defects in the levels of nAChR expressed at the cell surface (Gottschalk and Schafer). We attempted to show a similar defect in the agef-1 (RNAi) worms by this method. We saw no change in the levels of expression in worms treated with agef-1 (RNAi) from the original worms, lev-10 (RNAi), however, caused a significant drop in the fluorescent intensity (Fig. 4.6).

**Dominant Negative to Eliminate AGEF-1 Activity in BWM**

Several groups had successfully created dominant negative Arf-GEF proteins in other organisms (Debreceni et al., 2004; Park et al., 1997; Shinotsuka et al., 2002).
These mutated Arf-GEF proteins prevent the exchange of GDP for GTP on the Arf protein and stabilize the interaction between the two molecules, which sequesters the Arf molecule in an inactive state (Beraud-Dufour et al., 1998). In a functional Arf-GEF protein the invariant glutamic acid (E), within the highly conserved motif ‘FRLPGEO’ between the 7th and 8th α-helices of the Sec7 domain, this residue catalyzes the release of the GDP (Cherfils et al., 1998). Dominant negatives are created by mutating this glutamic acid to a lysine (K) within the Arf-GEF defining Sec7 domain. This mutation reduces the exchange rate of GDP to GTP by over four orders of magnitude, in addition to forming an inactive complex with the Arf protein, blocking any functional Arf proteins that maybe present as well (Beraud-Dufour et al., 1998).

We restricted expression of the dominant negative to the muscle cells to assay the loss of the agef-1 function on the post-synaptic cholinergic receptors, as our data strongly point to post-synaptic activity. We mutated the E to K at amino acid position 607 aa within the Sec7 domain of agef-1 cDNA and cloned the product into an expression vector under the control of the myo-3 promoter, driving muscle specific expression. By restricting the dominant negative AGEF-1 (E607K) protein expression to the muscles we sought to avoid the lethal effects of complete loss of agef-1 function. The worms proved viable and had no gross morphological or locomotory defects, like agef-1 (RNAi). If the agef-1 was acting post-synaptically in the BWM these transgenic dominant negatives should be resistant to cholinergic agonists. However, our results indicate no significant resistance to nicotine (0.5%) when compared to wild-type worms.
DISCUSSION

These data do not allow a definitive description of the nature of the cholinergic stimulation resistance mediated by agef-1 (RNAi) observed by our group and others (Sieburth et al., 2005). We have conclusively demonstrated through repeated tests with multiple cholinergic agonists and aldicarb that agef-1 (RNAi) promotes resistance to cholinergic over stimulation. Likely caused by a defect specifically in cholinergic signaling as muscimol response is unaffected. Previous studies in yeast and mammalian cell-lines have established Arf proteins, and by implication their attendant Arf-GEFs, to be involved with vesicular trafficking, lipid metabolism and microtubule dynamics, also suggesting numerous other cellular processes (Li et al., 2004). This wide array of potential functions does not help us to narrow the possible effects of agef-1 on cholinergic signaling. Therefore, it was important to establish the cellular location of agef-1 nicotine resistance to focus our search for potential mechanisms. Our results suggest postsynaptic function as nicotine does not require presynaptic activation to cause paralysis, but we cannot rule out presynaptic effects of development and maintenance of the postsynaptic nAChRs.

A major obstacle in our study was the determination of where the protein was influencing cholinergic signaling, either pre- or postsynaptically. This is a fundamental issue for the investigation of this protein and one that needs to be resolved before further work can establish the molecular mechanisms and pathways.
An unfortunate consequence of RNAi profiling is the inability to rescue phenotypes with a transgenic expression plasmid. Transgenic rescues are the gold standard for localization of a mutant phenotype. Defining a mutant phenotype then expressing the protein in a specific subset of cells to re-create the wild-type response, demonstrates the cells’ involvement in that phenotype. However, effective RNAi would degrade both the native and the transgenically expressed gene products. Thus transgenic rescues are not possible to re-construct RNAi induced phenotypes.

Though the expression pattern by promoter fusion to GFP showed very faint expression in the adult BWM we regard these results as somewhat suspect. This expression pattern was generated by the 786 bp region up stream of the operon in which *agef-1* resides. This is also the promoter region for *unc-59*, a cell division protein, a little over 800 bp upstream of the operon. Furthermore, both the operon and the *agef-1* itself have large tracts of intronic regions within them, 55 Kb of the 62 Kb in the operon and 17 Kb of 22 Kb of the gene. These non-coding intronic sequences often alter the expression of the gene in which they reside. Therefore, the large amount of information possibly residing within the introns and the small amount in the promoter make it highly likely that the intronic sequence is significantly modifying the expression pattern of the GFP promoter fusion used here. We thought it prudent to attempt RNAi hybridization to conclusively demonstrate the expression pattern for *agef-1*; however, before this tricky protocol was mastered the decision to terminate this project was made.
Our alternative attempts to answer the question of pre- or postsynaptic site of action proved inconclusive. The expression of a dominant negative *agef-1* \[Pmyo-3::agef-1 (E607K)\] in the BWM did not affect resistance to nicotine. However, the construct was only a theoretical dominant negative of *agef-1*, designed like similar molecules that had been reported to be dominant negatives (Debreceni et al., 2004; Park et al., 1997). This construct could not be tested in vitro to empirically demonstrate dominant negative activity, because we are unsure of its target molecules and their activities. Also, there has been some evidence that Mg\(^{++}\) concentrations higher than 1 mM may inhibit the dominant negative activity of this mutation used (Beraud-Dufour et al., 1998). In vitro levels of Mg\(^{++}\) above 1 mM have been shown to interfere with the binding of this Sec7 mutation and its GEF partner. In this instance, the mutated proteins show no ability to catalyze the exchange of GDP for GTP to activate the GEF molecule but it no longer sequesters the GEF to prevent its activation by native GEF proteins and therefore is unlikely to act as a dominant negative. It should be noted, that NGM media on which the animals were grown and test has at least 1 mM of Mg\(^{++}\).

Our test sought to demonstrate *agef-1* function in the BWM. However, we did not look at its effect when expressed in the motor neurons. This was because our results pointed to postsynaptic effects and our interest in the nAChRs specifically, not cholinergic signaling in general. Testing of the dominant negative in the motor neurons could have helped establish the location of our RNAi phenotype.
Attempts to determine if \textit{agef-1} is required for the insertion of nAChRs proved equally inconclusive. The HA tagged nAChR had demonstrated a lower expression of lev-1 in \textit{unc-50} mutant worms, but was not attempted with unc-50 (RNAi) (Eimer et al., 2007). It maybe that a knock-down of \textit{agef-1} may not be disruptive enough to cause perturbation of the over expressed tagged nAChR expression. Alternatively, \textit{agef-1} could be involved in the processing of the nAChR sub-units and would not affect the number of nAChRs on the cell surface but their functionality instead. Cholinergic deficiencies causing the phenotypes that we observed could be consistent with either conclusion.

A recently developed method that may address this question is the cell-specific RNAi (Esposito et al., 2007). A method of expressing dsRNA (from two separate transgenic constructs) in a discreet cellular location via \textit{C. elegans} well characterized promoters. Importantly, these effects are localized to the cells expressing the dsRNA, not the systemic response seen by other dsRNA introduction methods. This would allow us to knock-down the expression of \textit{agef-1} in either the muscles or the motor neurons to determine the cells in which this protein acts.

Since the termination of this project, another RNAi based screen identified \textit{agef-1} as highly resistant to the build up of polyglutamine in muscles (Mehta et al., 2009). There are several potential mechanisms for this resistance. One, the loss of the \textit{agef-1}, enhances the activity (proteolysis) of the polyglutamine aggregations, or two, \textit{agef-1} is involved with the build-up of these aberrant polypeptides. Both of these would be consistent with our findings. If the loss of \textit{agef-1} causes hyperactive
degradation, the nAChRs may be prematurely metabolized, leading to fewer nAChRs and mitigating the effects of cholinergic agonists. In the second, agef-1 is involved with the creation or maturation of these polypeptides. In this event, the nAChRs may not be correctly produced. Another, potential mechanism that would also be consistent with our findings of diminished cholinergic transmission, would be that the cholinergic activity itself is involved with the polyglutamine induced paralysis. If this were the case, the inhibition in the cholinergic transmission caused by the loss of agef-1, ultimately slows the progress of the polyglutamine paralysis.

It is interesting to note that in all three studies, the RNAi effect was induced post-embryonically, just after hatch for our study (Sieburth et al 2005, Mehta et al 2009) after the L4 stage of development, the final stage before adulthood in the C. elegans lifecycle. Furthermore, we found high levels of embryonic expression and earlier groups noted two generation RNAi treatment was not immediately lethal but caused inviability of the embryos. These observations suggest that agef-1 is required for development, possibly because agef-1 is involved in establishing coherent cholinergic signaling—ACh is the only neurotransmitter that is required for survival (Rand, 1989).

MATERIALS & METHODS

Worm Husbandry
The N2 Bristol strain was used as wild-type in this study. C. elegans were raised at room temperature (21.5°C) otherwise as describe by Brenner, 1974, on standard nematode growth plates (NGM) agar plates fed with E. coli (OP50 strain). All strains, mutants and integrated arrays, were out-crossed a minimum of six times back to the N2 strain before testing.

Young adults were used for all assays. Young adults were staged by placing several worms (3 – 12, depending on desired density and brood size of strain) on E. coli seeded NGM plates overnight then removed the following morning (~14 hours). The worms were grown for an additional two days at a room temperature.

Strains used

agef-1 (tm1693) was generously provided by the Japanese National BioResource Project. It was back crossed six times before use in assays. agef-1 (tm1693) is a homozygous lethal mutation and was maintained at a heterozygous allele over a dpy-5 balancer. Transgenic worms expressing HA tagged LEV-1 nAChR subunit, lev-1 (x427) ljEx140 [Plev-1::lev-1+HA; rol-6] (AQ598), were created in our lab by Dr. Alexander Gottschalk, and described in Gottschalk & Schafer, 2006, as well as Eimer et al. 2007.

Creation of dominant negative AGEF-1 (E607K)

The sequence for agef-1 was cloned out of a cDNA library, with the JC044 (ggactagtatgagcgaaattgtcaaacggtccgaagaatcg) and JC045
(gggtacctcaagtgaatcctccgaataggg) primers. This fragment was ligated into a myo-3::YC2.1 backbone, where the YC2.1 had been cut out. Site directed was used to change a guanosine (G) at 1807 bp, the first position of a glutamic acid codon, gaa, to an adenosine (A), which changed the coding to a lysine residue, aaa. This site directed mutagenesis used primers JC056 (ggagaattagattcaggaAAGctcaaaaaatcgctgctaatgttgaaattcg) and JC057 (cctctttaatctaatggtcctTTTcgagttttttagctagcggattacaaccttaagc) mutating the underlined nucleoside. This created the construct ljEx198 [Pmyo-3::agef-1(E607K)] which was injected into N2 worms with a Pmyo-2::GFP marker at 100 ng/μL and 5 ng/μL respectively (Mello et al., 1991).

**Pharmacological resistance assays**

All plate based resistance assays were done in accordance to the nicotine resistance harsh touch assay as described in Gottschalk, et al. 2005 and chapter 3 of this dissertation. The only changes being the drug and the concentration used, as noted in the text of the dissertation.

Liquid based protocols were adapted from the thrashing assay described in Gottschalk, et al. 2005. In our assays no ngm agarose was present and movement was scored by eye. The number moving were divided by the total number counted to give a paralysis ratio. The white light source of the dissecting scope was used to stimulate movement. Drugs and concentrations used are noted in the text of this dissertation.
In vivo quantification of nAChR level by anti-body binding

Protocol described in Gottschalk, et al. 2005, adapted here to examine the expression level of the nAChR, LEV-1. (Diagramed in figure 4.6.) The parent strain used was *lev-1 (x427) ljEx140 [Plev-1::lev-1+HA; rol-6] (AQ598)*, which was injected with anti-HA fluorophore conjugated anti-bodies, 1:400 dilution (clone 16B12, coupled to Alexa488, Molecular Probes). Quantification protocol is also described in Gottschalk, et al. 2005.
Figure 4.1 *agef-1* Gene and Protein, tm1693 Deletion and E607K Mutation

A) AGEF-1 protein showing position Sec7 and DUF 1981 domains. Red star denotes position of glutamic acid to lysine mutation within the Sec7 domain at amino acid 607.

B) *agef-1* gene with introns. Red star denotes the location of the E→K mutation at 1807 bp in exon 9. Shows the region deleted in *agef-1* (tm1693), the entire exon 5, in addition to a small amount of intronic flanking sequence.
Figure 4.2 agef-1 (RNAi) Confers Resistance to Cholinergic Agonists Young adults treated with post-embryonic RNAi against agef-1 were transferred to plates with cholinergic agonists [0.5% nicotine or 500 μM levamisole]. The number moving (unparalyzed) after mechanical stimulation were counted against the total number of worms observed every 20 minutes for 80 minutes. A) Worms treated with agef-1 (RNAi) are significantly more resistant to 0.5% nicotine paralysis than worms fed empty vector controls. [0.5% nicotine, 60 min., agef-1 (RNAi) vs. empty vector P = 0.0058] B) agef-1 (RNAi) worms are similarly more resistant to levamisole as compared to empty vector control worms. [500 μM levamisole, 60 min., agef-1 (RNAi) vs. empty vector P = 0.0049]

n = 9, each n represents one trial of > 20 animals, trials were run on at least six separate days. Error bars represent SEM among trials. Significance by Student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired. * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001. Only the 60-minute time points were considered for statistical analysis and significance.
Figure 4.3 agef-1 (RNAi) Confers Aldicarb but not Muscimol Resistance Young adults treated with post-embryonic RNAi were transferred to plates with pharmacological agents [1 mM aldicarb or 1 mM muscimol]. The number moving (unparalyzed) after mechanical stimulation were counted against the total number of worms observed every 20 minutes for 80 minutes for aldicarb and at 90 minutes for muscimol. A) Worms treated with agef-1(RNAi) are significantly more resistant to aldicarb induced paralysis than worms fed empty vector controls. [1 mM aldicarb, 60 min., agef-1 (RNAi) vs. empty vector P = 0.0088] B) agef-1 (RNAi) worms were indistinguishable from empty vector controls on 1 mM muscimol. [1 mM muscimol, 60 min., agef-1 (RNAi) vs. empty vector P = 0.28]

n > 12 for the aldicarb assay where each n represents one trial of > 20 animals, trials were run on at least six separate days. n = 4 for the muscimol assay where each n represents one trial of > 30 animals, trials were run on four separate days. Error bars represent SEM among trials. Significance by Student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired. * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001. Only the 60-minute time points were considered for statistical analysis and significance.
A

agef-1(RNAi) 1 mM aldicarb

B

agef-1(RNAi) 1 mM muscimol
Figure 4.4 Heterozygous agef-1 Mutation [agef-1 (tm1693/+) ] Confers Cholinergic Agonist Resistance Young adults heterozygous for agef-1 (tm1693) [agef-1 (tm1693/+) or agef-1 (-/+) ] were transferred to plates with cholinergic agonists [0.5% nicotine or 500 μM levamisole]. The number moving (unparalyzed) after mechanical stimulation were counted against the total number of worms observed every 20 minutes for 80 minutes. A) agef-1 (tm1693/) worms are slightly but significantly more resistant to 0.5% nicotine paralysis than worms fed empty vector controls at 60 min. time point. [0.5% nicotine, 60 min., agef-1 (tm1693/) vs. N2 P = 0.028] B) agef-1 (tm1693/) worms are similarly more resistant to levamisole as compared to empty vector control worms at time point 60. [500μM levamisole, 60 min., agef-1 (tm1693/) vs. N2 P = 0.0086]

n = 12 for agef-1(tm1693/), n = 6 for all other genotypes, each n represents one trial of > 20 animals, trials were run on six separate days. Error bars represent SEM among trials. Significance by Student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired. * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001. Only the 60-minute time points were considered for statistical analysis and significance.
A

agef-1(+/-) 0.5% nicotine

B

agef-1(+/-) 500uM levamisole
Figure 4.5 Putative Dominant Negative AGEF-1 (E607K) Does Not Confer Resistance to Nicotine

Young adults expressing AGEF-1 (E607K) in muscles, rrf-3 (pk1426) treated with post-embryonic agef-1 (RNAi) and N2s were transferred to plates with 0.5% nicotine. The number moving (unparalyzed) after mechanical stimulation were counted against the total number of worms observed every 20 minutes for 80 minutes. Worms treated with agef-1 (RNAi) are significantly more resistant to nicotine induced paralysis than N2 worms. [0.5% nicotine, 60 min., agef-1(RNAi) vs. N2 P = 0.0064], however, the expression of ljEx198 [Pmyo-3::agef-1 (E607K)] in the BWM does not confer any resistance to nicotine compared to wild-type. [0.5% nicotine, 60 min., ljEx198 vs. N2 P = 0.44]

n = 6, each n represents one trial of > 20 animals, trials were run on three separate days. Error bars represent SEM among trials. Significance by Student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired. * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001. Only the 60-minute time points were considered for statistical analysis and significance.
Figure 4.6 Quantification of Surface Expression of an nAChR Subunit in agef-1 (RNAi) and Heterozygous agef-1 Mutants Worms expressing an epitope tagged nAChR subunit measure for surface expression by anti-body staining. A) Transgene design for a hemagglutinin (HA) epitope tagged version of lev-1. Expression is driven in the BWM by Plev-1 promoter. B) Anti-bodies raised against HA and conjugated to Alexa-594 fluorophore are injected into the worm’s bodily fluids. C) The HA tag is expressed extracellularly to allow for anti-body binding in vivo only to nAChR expressed at cell surface. The worms are allowed four to six hours to recover and eliminate unbound anti-bodies. D) Pictures are captured and analyzed for the intensity. This analysis gives a quantification method for the number of nAChRs expressed on the muscle. Intensity values are normalized to an arbitrary units scale with lev-1 (x427); ljIs4[Plev-1::lev-1::HA] serving as wild-type, and being assigned a relative score of 100. E) Wild-type (lev-1 (x427); ljIs4[Plev-1::lev-1::HA] fed empty vector dsRNA expressing bacteria) worms are treated with post-embryonic RNAi and assayed for nAChR surface expression. lev-10 (RNAi) demonstrates significantly less nAChR expression than wild-type. [empty vector = 100 ±7.1 SEM, lev-10 (RNAi) = 63.6 ±6.6 SEM, P-value = 0.0007]. No statistical difference from empty vector control was found in either agef-1 (RNAi) [104.5 ±6.7 SEM, P-value = 0.33] or the agef-1 (tm1693/+) crossed into the ljIs4 expressing background [102.7 ± 5.3 SEM, P-value = 0.39]

n > 20, n represents a single animal, three readings from every animal were averaged for each n. Error bars represent SEM. Significance by Student t-test, one-tailed, unpaired. * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Relative Intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empty Vector</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lev-10(RNAi)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agef-1(RNAi)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agef-1/+</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***
APPENDIX I

This supplement contains further information on the putative nicotine resistance factors identified in the screen detailed in Chapter III.
Table A.1.1 Further information on putative nicotine resistance factors identified in screening of Chromosome One. (Screen presented in chapter 3 of this thesis.) This table contains the information available about each hit according to wormbase.org. Information was up to date as of January, 2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor Name</th>
<th>Information Available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene name</td>
<td>Function (Putative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>srh-49, C10G11.4</td>
<td>olfactory receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2030.2</td>
<td>ATPase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C30F12.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gsp-3, W09C3.6</td>
<td>calcineurin-like phosphoesterase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>col-61, C01H6.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hrdl-1, F26E4.11</td>
<td>E3 ubiquitin ligase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fxbx-56, Y63D3A.10</td>
<td>(Protein-Protein interactions) F-box domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10H11.8</td>
<td>(G-protein signaling) WD-40 repeats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene name</td>
<td>Function (Putative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F36A2.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T27A3.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y106G6A.2</td>
<td>(Protein-Protein interactions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C32E12.3, osr-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F08A8.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T27A3.5</td>
<td>(Protein tyrosine phosphatase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T28B8.4</td>
<td>(proteasome)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene name</td>
<td>Function (Putative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10G11.6</td>
<td>SDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vab-10, ZK1151.1</td>
<td>SH3 &amp; actin binding domains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y106G6E.4</td>
<td>(enriched in intestines)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene name</td>
<td>Function (Putative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZK1225.1</td>
<td>involved in development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y87G2A.5, vrs-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZC328.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgn-21, F08B6.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene name</td>
<td>Function (Putative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tag-138, F08A8.6</td>
<td>trafficking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K11D2.4</td>
<td>Zn-finger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no MRC record--see note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNAi clone: I-2G20 (no MRC record)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNAi clone: I-2A05 (no MRC record)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene name</td>
<td>Function (Putative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C49A9.7</td>
<td>7TM GPCR, rhodopsin-like, Neurokinin receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>npr-2, T05A1.1</td>
<td>7TM GPCR, Serpentine receptor class sx, NPY-like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F02E8.2</td>
<td>7TM GPCR, rhodopsin-like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C48C5.1</td>
<td>7TM GPCR, rhodopsin-like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C16D6.2</td>
<td>7TM GPCR, rhodopsin-like, NPY-like</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX II

Getting the Most out of an RNAi Screen

In this appendix, I offer some of my own observations as to orchestrating the most successful screen possible. Most of this advice came about from short-comings or missed opportunities I saw in my own screen, presented in chapter 3 of this dissertation. I had intended to write a complete section on designing RNAi screens, however, I found an excellent guide had already been written by Dr. Micheal Boutros and Dr. Julie Ahringer, in Nature Review Genetics (2008). Before reading this appendix I would highly recommend review of this article, to which my observations would be a minor supplement.

Run multiple screens/data sets concurrently

In a large scale, high-throughput screen, the major logistical expense is the time and effort it takes to induce the RNAi effect—everything from growing the bacteria up to the plates required. The RNAi treated worms could be used for any screening effort. A lab might consider running an entirely different screens in parallel, or simply trying to glean more information from the testing done. For example, early in the primary screening phase, it was suggested that we look at the nicotine treated worms the next day for defects in adaptation to nicotine. I felt that it was too late to optimize a new component to the screen and this assay was not incorporated into the
screen. I regard this as one of the major missed opportunities of my graduate career. We could have produced a second set of data for what would likely amount to less than an extra hour of work a day—as compared to ~20-30 man hours a day from the four people working on the screen at this time.

More pilot testing

The pilot screen should establish two things; first, it should define the thoroughness and reproducibility of the screen, and second, the ability to logistically manage the scaled up screen. It is needed to ramp up from the primary screen optimization—a few carefully examined assays a day—to full scale screenings as many samples as possible per day. In our screening efforts, the pilot screen only demonstrated the theoretical feasibility of these two factors, but did not rigorously test them empirically. The preliminary testing established a very good primary screening protocol, but the pilot testing was insufficient, which created problems later and made the screening less effective than it could have been.

To end up with a successful screening of the entire genome, or a sub-set of cherry-picked genes, you need to have enough statistical evidence to demonstrate that your screen was ‘saturating.’ With regard to an RNAi screen, you must have confidence that you found all of the genes your screen was capable of finding in the set examined. Our primary screen was not robust enough to claim that we identified all cholinergic resistance genes on chromosome one, rather we have a collections of genes that display a phenotype from chromosome one. (Our hits are valid hits by
RNAi, however to say that we found all the genes on chromosome one which display this phenotype is an over statement.) In hindsight, we should have screened the RNAi treated animals three times in the primary screen for a more robust set of nicotine resistance factors, similar to the protocol followed by Sieburth et al. 2005.

Furthermore, we ran into many problems at the beginning of primary testing. Our pilot screen was not run at full capacity, as only two of the four people scheduled for the screen were available. If possible, do the pilot screen as you would your primary screening effort in order to a) find the bottle-necks in the protocol and b) identify any variable that might not have been considered. Ramping up a screen from initial testing or even a pilot screening to a full primary screen will create unforeseen problems, no matter how careful your preparations. The only way to find all of these potential bottle-necks is to run the pilot test at full primary screen numbers. This will also help you determine the number of samples you are able to screen in a day. Second, fully analyze the results of the pilot before the primary screen begins is critical, in the first weeks of the primary screen we found that two of the testers were consistently giving higher scores. This was due to the use of two new microscopes which had the light mounted within the base, heating the base and transferring heat to the worms. This added heat stimulated the worms to move. We did not identify this in the pilot screen, as those particular scopes were not yet in use. The initial testing of the primary screen is to establish a scientifically valid method of search. The pilot screen is not to further test this method at greater volumes (as I had viewed it), but to
establish the logistics necessary for carrying out a robust and thorough examination of every gene in a chosen test set.

More positive controls

Test as many positive controls as possible, in both the initial testing of the primary screening protocol and during the actual screen. We limited ourselves to about half a dozen known cholinergic agonist resistance factors. Understanding which genes display an RNAi phenotype and which do not could be very helpful to your screen, especially if you are planning to examine a targeted set of genes. Also, use more positive controls during the primary screening effort as it is helpful to re-familiarize yourself with your projected target often or you will start to make out spurious observations. Furthermore, if you are using human quantification of your data, recent studies have shown people more readily identify an object or pattern if they are more frequently presented with their positive search criterion (Wolfe and Van Wert, 2010). In conclusion, results would be further optimized by the inclusion of more positive controls, regardless of the screen.
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